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Trustees accept student legal services proposal
by Janet Boyer
staff reporter

The battle for student legal services
came to a close as the Board of
Trustees voted In favor of the services
at their April meeting Friday on the
campus of Firelands College.
"There was only one dissention
among the members," Everett Gallagher, Under graduate Student Government president, said. There had
been some concern that the board
may not pass the proposal with the

TUESDAY

negative check-off clause which
would require students to mark if they
wished to be charged for the use of the
service, he said.
According to Gallagher, the Trustees seemed impressed with the rest of
the proposal and decided to vote in
favor of the services inspite of the
optional check-off aspect.
STUDENT SUPPORT for the service also played a large role in getting
the proposition passed, Gallagher
said.
"Anytime you get so much support

for an issue it will have an effect," he the bills are sent out.
Gallagher said USG plans to put the
added.
Fifty percent of the students will service "Into effect next fall semester
need to show a willingness to pay for and would like to hire the lawyer
the service in order for it work, Mark during the summer.
Dolan, USG vice president said. Gal"We have already received one
lagher, however, expects an 85 per- phone call from an interested lawyer," Dolan, said. "We plan to hire a
cent success rate.
Students will be asked to mark if maximum of two lawyers but we may
they wish to receive the service on cut down on that number or add more
their tuition bills which will be sent depending on student use."
out this summer. The student legal
service committee plans to keep stuTHE LAWYERS will be selected by
dents informed about the issue by a board of directors which will be
sending a brochure to students when comprised of members from 11 orga-

nizations and possibly a faculty mem- such as landlord/tenant disputes, conber with a background in the law sumer problems and misdemeanors.
The organization is prohibited by law
field, Gallagher said.
to handle court actions between stuThe structure of student services dents and is also prohibited from
will lend itself to a large amount of handling cases involving issues beflexibility. Dolan said. The paper tween students and the University,
work has been completed to make the Gallagher said. The service can, howservice incorporated and a non-profit ever, give students referrals on how
organization.
to deal with such issues, Dolan said.
"This will allow USG to choose who
we want and what we want," Dolan
If a student does go to court with a
added.
case they will be required to pay all
The types of problems student legal court costs, Dolan said, adding they
services will handle involve issues wouldn't have to pay for the lawyer.
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Mayoral contest nears end Man rejects label
CHICAGO (AP) - Harold Washing- Kign and has remained silent about
n since.
ton stumped at a breakneck pace
yesterday to shore up support among
MEANWHILE, Epton, a millionwhite liberals, while opponent Bernard Epton coasted to the finish line aire lawyer hoping to become the
in the city's most bitter mayoral city's first Republican mayor in more
than 50 years, met with aides and
contest in decades.
Washington, a two-term Demo- scheduled a final radio appeal and
cratic congressman who hopes the only three public appearances, two of
election today will make him Chi- them with his volunteers.
"That was his will and desire,"
cago's first black mayor, returned
yesterday to a North Side lakefront Judy Knapton, an Epton aide, said.
area where he had rallied with hun- "We're trying to calm down the intendreds of white liberal supporters over sity. I think there's been a rash of
exceedingly intense media coverthe weekend.
"I don't like the word battleground, age."
In recent days, both candidates
but this is the focus," he said during
one of about 10 stops in a hectic have zeroed in on the liberal lakefront
area, considered a critical battlecampaign day.
He also invited Democratic Mayor ground in a contest in which racial
Jane Byrne and Democratic leaders tensions have frequently surfaced.
supporting Epton to join Washington
"These are the white voters most
in a unity ceremony after the election. likely to be influenced by issues
But he warned them they would be rather than race," political strategist
working with an "aggressive, pro- Don Rose said of the lakefront area.
gressive mayor." Byrne endorsed "Washington knows they are the pivWashington immediately after losing otal. .. white votes." The city is 40
the Democratic primary to him, then percent black.
However, a poll conducted by ABCbriefly considered a write-in cam-

owned WLS-TV and released Sunday
said although Washington held an
edge of 14 percentage points over
Epton among all voters, the Democratic congressman dropped six
points in the lakefront area since the
station's poll two weeks ago.

CLEVELAND (AP) - A 62-year-old
man the government alleges was a
guard at a Nazi death camp is ill and
has been unfairly described as a war
criminal, his lawyer said at a deportation hearing yesterday.
U.S. Immigration Judge Adolph
Angellili heard brief opening remarks
THE LATEST poll, which has a and then continued a deportation
of error of six percentage hearing for John Demjanjuk, a res, said Washington was favored tired auto worker.
. 52 percent of respondents in that
area, while Epton was favored by 36
Demjanjuk lost his American citpercent - 11 points more in that area izenship on June 23, 1961, after a
than he had in the last poll. The latest federal judge ruled he concealed his
poll was of more than 600 registered past as a guard at Treblinka death
voters.
camp in Poland during World War II.
Washington's support in another
key area - the Hispanic community has shot up 16 points, the survey said,
with the Democratic candidate capturing more than two-thirds of that
vote.

The continuance allows Demjanjuk's recently-obtained attorney,
Mark O'Connor, until May 12 to review evidence the Justice Department presented in Demjanjuk's
denaturalization trial so he can make
a case in support of Demianjuk's wish
Rose, the political strategist, esti- to remain in the United States.
mated that 95,000 of the city's 1.6
million registered voters are HisJohn Martin, a Cleveland attorney
panic.
who represented Demjanjuk in the

denaturalization trial, withdrew from
the case Feb. 23 in a letter to the
judge. In the letter, Martin, who had
represented Demjanjuk all the way to
the Supreme Court, gave no reason
for leaving the case.
O'Connor objected when Einhom
said in an opening statement that
Demjanjuk "bought his deportation
at Treblinka."
Einhorn said the government
planned to call no witnesses, but
would present transcripts of testimony from Demianjuk's denaturalization trial in federal court. Einhom
said the government filed a show
cause motion summarizing its case
prior to yesterday's hearing.
O'Connor, a Williamsville, N.Y.,
lawyer who took the case just two
weeks ago, told the judge that Demjanjuk has been unfairly characterized as a war criminal.
"You have a moral and humanitarian responsibility to give this man a
break from this characterization,"

See DEPORT page three

USG officer positions

elected today, tomorrow Union celebrates anniversary
Undergraduate Student Government elections will be held today
and tomorrow for president, vice
president and at-large representatives.
The new officers will start their
term May 1, after approximately a
two and one-half week understudy
BBition with the present officers,
SG President Everett Gallagher
said.
Three teams will be competing
for the highest elected offices of the
organization. The teams Include:
Pete Banner, sophomore political
science and business administration major, for president, and Gary
Simon, sophomore computer science and history major, for vice
president; Howard Ishiyama, junior psychology major, for president, and Dave Ryan, junior
insurance major, for vice president; and Brian Baird, junior international business and marketing
major, for president, and Karen
Washbush, junior marketing ma-
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jor, for vice president.
In addition to voting for the presidential teams, students will vote
for at-large representatives. Fourteen students are running for the 10
positions, Dale Mauch, election
coordinator, said.
STUDENTS WILL cast six votes,
one vote for their choice of presidential and vice presidential team,
and five votes for at-large representatives, Mauch said.
He said voting booths will be
available at four locations on campus.
Booths in the Union foyer, the
lobby of the Business* Administration building and in Mosley Hall,
near the on-campus mailboxes,
will be open from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. A booth set up in the Jerome
Library for night-time voting will
be open from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Students will be required to show
a drivers license and a student
identification card to vote.
See Related Story Page 4

USG candidates Brian Baird and Karen Washbush

by Deborah Schmook
assistant copy editor

A week-long celebration began yesterday to commemorate the silver
anniversary of the University Union,
which opened April 11,1958.
Highlighting the festivites will be a
dinner-dance in the Grand Ballroom
April 16, featuring the Royal Canadians under the direction of Art Mooney.
Twenty-five years ago, Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians were
the headlined musical guests for the
Union's opening ceremonies.
Arlene Layman, administrator of
the Union since 1976. said the celebrations committee decided to bring
back the Royal Canadians to uphold
tradition.
"We talked of getting Glen Miller
but for sentimental reasons we stayed
with Guy Lombardo," she said.
Other festivities will include perfor-

mances by student entertainment
groups from noon to 1 p.m. in the
Falcon's Nest. A dinner for past and
present Union employees will be held
Friday.
A performance by the University
Men's Chorus and the cutting of a
birthday cake opened yesterday's festivities. Following tradition, University President Dr. Paul Olscamp's
wife, Ruth, presided at the reenactment of the ribbon-cutting ceremony.
"WE DECIDED the first lady of the
University should have the honor and
privilege,' Layman said. "It was
started 25 years ago and has become a
tradition."
Mrs. Ralph McDonald, the University president's wife in 1958, cut the
ribbon at the original opening ceremony. Former University President
Dr. Hollis Moore's wife snipped the
ribbon in 1978 at the 20th year ceremonies.
The Union cost $2.75 million to build

USG candidates Dave Ryan and Howard Ishiyama

in 1958. According to Earl Rupright,
assistant director of plant operation,
the cost of building the Union today
would be at least $7 million.
Layman said the Union still has not
paid off the mortgage and is having
financial problems, but she said she
doubts the Union will ever have to
close its doors.
"I don't think the Union will close
because of its service and the demand, especially for the Ballroom,"
she said.
Layman added the Union had more
nighttime activity 25 years ago because then it was located in the center
of the residential areas as well as the
campus. Now the Union does not
serve as many students at night, she
said.
The Carnation Room, now called
the Side Door, was one of the rooms
used often by students in the 50s. It
catered to couples and provided
dance music and light refreshments.

Latin Week starts
Latin Awareness Week, April 1016, is a collection of Latin drama,
Latin and soul music, banquets and
athletics to promote more awareness of Latino culture on campus
and in the Bowling Green community, according to Francis Velasquez, Latin Student Union
president.
World Student Association member Mike Croes will sing at coffee
hours today and at Friday night's
cultural banquet.
Arnold Torres, national director
of the League of United Latin
American Citizens, will speak tomorrow on the present activitism
of Latinos in Washington D.C.
Saturday, the Latin Student
Union will compete with other
Latin organizations in the First
Annual Latino Invitational Althletic Tournament.

Beta rescheduled
The 20th annual Beta MM race,
postponed last Saturday, will be
held Sunday, April 17, at 12:15p.m.
According to Joe Penna, chairman of the Beta Theta Pi-sponsored race, a combination of events
led to the cancellation.
Sometime between 4:30 and 6:30
a.m. Saturday, about a gallon of
oil-based paint was spilled onto the
track of the Union Oval. Penna
said. This, combined with Saturday's rain led to the cancellation of
the race. The vandalism of the
track alone was probably enough to
cause the cancellation of the race,
Penna said.
Campus Safety and Security investigated the incident, yet they
have not determined who did the
damage, Ed Janoch, senior business education major and member
of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity,
said.

Weather
Mostly sunny today with temperatures in the low 60s. Increased
cloudiness tonight with temperatures dropping to the low 40s.

USG candidates Pete Bahner and Gary Simon
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Baird/Washbush team
strongest in mnning
Undergraduate Student Government elections are today
and tomorrow. Remembering past outcomes of these
elections leaves us thinking most students could care less
about the student government. Last year Just a little more
than 10 percent of the undergraduates bothered to go to the
polls.
We hope this year's election might provoke more concern,
especially with all that we have seen USG do in the past year.
No one can say USG has not benefitted students this year.
If it were not for USG opposing the proposed changes to the
Student Code, we believe students who committed a crime off
campus would now be at the mercy of Standards and
Procedures. And we probably would soon have classes in the
Union if it were not for the plan USG formulated and gave to
the administration as an alternative solution last fall.
Because of USG, we believe the administration is now
aware the students want to take a part in the decision making
when it comes to policies affecting them.
But USG needs the backing of all students and not just 10
percent to convince the administration of student concern.
Without students behind USG, the administration is not going
to think they should always hear the students' side.
Three teams will be on the ballot for the president and vice
president representatives. These include: Howard Ishiyama,
for president, and Dave Ryan, for vice president; Brian
Baird, for president, and Karen Washbush, for vice president; and Pete Banner, for president, and Gary Simon, for
vice president.
Each of these teams are very much concerned with seeing
through this year's programs and improving communication
with the entire student body. All of the candidates have had
at least a year's worth of experience with USG and have also
been involved with other organizations which have made
them aware of issues concerning students.
All the candidates are qualified to hold the positions they
are vieing for, however, the News believes the Baird/Washbush ticket is the strongest team.
After meeting with each of the candidates and attending
their open forum yesterday at the Off-Campus Commuter
Center, we sense Baird and Washbush will be the most
effective in all the areas the president and vice president
represent.
Baird, who has served on Faculty Senate and the ACGFA
committee, and Washbush; who has served as the Academic
Affairs coordinator, seem to have the most realistic view of
how to deal with the administration. We think this is an area
the leaders of the student body should be strong in because of
our unpredictable administration.
Their concern with student needs is evident, too, with their
proposal to begin a president's panel and a test file in the
library, and continuing on with the Help Phone proposal that
the present administration issued.
Dealing with the administration effectively and showing
concern with the students' needs has been evident from this
year's USG administration. Voting for Baird and Washbush
will insure the present administration's effectiveness will
continue to grow and strengthen in the upcoming academic
year.

LETTERS

New stories often come in oddly
sorted pairs. Just the other day, the
same page or same program in some
places told of a private citizen taken

COMMENTARY
by Gary Wills
.............. ..i.M.1.1.'.1.1.1....,...,.,.....,

into America and an official representative excluded. I refer, of course, to
Hu Na, the Chinese tennis player we
must save from communism and to
Tomas Borge Martinez, the Nicaraguan politician from whose putaUvely
communist presence we must be
saved. So we are going back to Cold
War games in our admissions policy.
We make fools of ourselves when we
call for an open society In Nicaragua,
yet close our own doors. We foster the
sound suspicion that we do not want
Americans to hear what their money
is doing in other people's countries.
We do the same when we damage
politically advantageous connections
- and, probably, the careers of other
Chinese athletes - to promote the
career of one teen-age tennis player.
Remember what is at stake for Hu
Na. She did not have her life threatened in China. She was not facing
imprisonment. She Just felt that her
ability to compete in tennis matches
might be threatened, somewhere
down the road, if a different faction
came to power in her country.
That is a sad possibility, and it
would be nice If she could eliminate
all such shadows from her future. But
there are millions of people in far
worse actual (not merely potential)
plights, and we do not volunteer to
save them.
In fact, some of those who want to
welcome Hu Na are opposed to the
stream of Mexicans across our southern border. Vet some of those Mexicans are imprisoned in poverty and
hunger, a far worse affliction than the
possible canceling of future tournaments for Hu Na.

Nor can the career of this tennis
player be considered in isolation.
Our deliberate refusal of China's request for her return is part of a series
of acts by which the Reagan administration is weakening this, our most
important alliance. Our decision must
be seen - as the Chinese see it - in
conjuction with the arms sales to
Taiwan, with the Reagan record of
hostility to mainland .China. We have
taken in the tennis player because of
old reflexes - the belief that offering
refuge to a "victim" of communism
wins us propaganda points. Real misery is not the recommendation we
listen to. If so, Hu Na would be very
low on the list of those desiring entrance.
Well, shouldn't a nation look to its

V

ble in a pluralistic society with monumental International decisions at
hand.
Ethnic Studies, with its specific
emphasis on anti-racism, ethnic identity and diversity is the perfect department to sponsor such a course.
Women for Women urges the University to implement this recommendation.

"To make people feel worthless,
society robs them of their pride... "
(Judy Chicago). To make people of
color feel worthless, American society has robbed them of their pride.
All too often any customs, practices of
knowledge which is different or ethnic
Ronla Qrlllot
Is suspect
Margaret Weinberger
As an educational institution, the
Liu Syren
University must be committed to the
Man* Kyle
development of all students. The delor Women for Women
velopment of all students must include an acknowledgement and
understanding of our differences and Congressman Latta good
the development of pride in these for people of 5th district
differences.
As the Report on the Status of
I read with great amusement the
Women and Minorities indicates, the
University climate is not a climate letter by John Knox printed in the
winch supports pride in differences. April 8 edition of theBGNews.lt was
As a remedy tor this uneducated a response to a letter I had written
attitude, we feel that the University condemning the editorial policy of the
should include an Ethnic Studies BG News lor being too biased In their
course as a basic requirement It is editorials. I used as an example one of
valuable for all students to acknowl- the editorials blasting Congressman
edge ethnicity whether that ethnicity Latta to demonstrate how the BG
be German, Nigerian, Japanese or News tends to present only the opinChilean. Discovery of ethnicity and ions of the Left.
the impacts of ethnicity are invaluaApparently unwilling to consider
THE BG NEWS
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own interests in forming policy? Of
course. And that is what makes this
decision so wrongheaded. To score a
progaganda point is less important
than to see the real advantages for us
In having an ally that keeps Russian
arms and manpower tied up along a
4,000-mile border.
The possibility of a curtailed tennis
career should not be weighed on the
same scale with the possibility of a
damaged partnership for this entire
nation. "Anti-communism" that risks
the real military interests of America
is self-defeating. It resembles the
ideological rigidity that denied there
could be a split in the communist bloc
(thus making that split come later
than it might have, with incalculable
costs In Korea and Vietnam.)

Of itself, the reception of Hu Na will
not terminate our accord with China.
But it puts further strains on an
already fragile relationship, making
each further negotiation more difficult for some time. That is too high a
price to pay for improving Hu Na's
scorecara. It may also lead China to
cut back on the travels and tournaments of other young athletes - damaging many careers, not just one.
As for those who want to receive the
young woman because it is our duty to
succor the afflicted - let each of those
Samaritans adopt his or her very own
Mexican. Then I'll start believing
their rhetoric.
Gary Wills is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate.
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World leaders share common traits
We get continuing reports of the
state of the nation and especially of
Ronald Reagan. But we have few
leader watchers, to report on the state

COMMENTARY
by Max Lerner
of the world leaders.
It is a serious gap. In the global city
the world has become, what happens
in one world capital affects what
happens to all. The leaders gossip and
are jealous, devour reports on each
other, and doubtless imitate each
other. But we need to understand how
they are doing in relation to their
predicaments and power.
Whom would you, at the start, include in a list ot 10 leaders? My own
would be Ronald Reagan, Yuri Andropov, Francois Mitterrand, Margaret
Thatcher, Deng Ziauping, Helmut
Kohl, Yasuhiro Nakasone, Indira
Gandhi, Menachem Begin, Miguel de
la Madrid.

I picked them because they rule the
major economic and military powers,
ana I add India for its size and population, Mexico as the chief Latin American state, and Israel for its strategic
importance.
Twenty years ago in a book on
world politics. "The Age of Overkill,"
rirtcttded'a^feetfflrt'on the "ordeaiof
leadership." It would be an interesting one to rewrite today. Most of the
leaders I wrote about are dead. There
are different faces and names in the
current gallery. But what is written
on those faces is much the same.
What they have in common as leaders
is a capacity to cope and adjust and
deceive, a feel for political tactics and
strategy, and a passion to hold onto
power.
None has the grand style of a DeGaulle or Churchill, although Mitterrand and Thatcher come close.
Although a Socialist, Mitterrand has
learned much from the adversary he
affects to scorn - mostly a sense of
distance from his dismal economic
crisis and record, which he leaves to
his prime minister.
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Ethnic studies course
should be required
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Propaganda points will backfire

A recent Wall Street Journal interview with Margaret Thatcher shows a
steel-trap mind, an impressive grasp
of the dismal science of economics,
and a leader's sureness about the
British future and her own.
We have not seen enough of Andropov, Kohl or Nakasone to assess them
with confidence. But Andropov
emerges as a formidable manipulator, still aiming at an expanded Soviet
empire, but using the new power
techniques - especially industrial espionage and nuclear politics - to
which his earlier career in the KGB
accustomed him.
Kohl has more political shrewdness
than had been foretold of him. And
Nakasone is the surprise figure, going
at his office (despite a recent loss in
his poll ratings) with a brisk decisiveness, as if he were determined (to
adapt a DeGaulle phrase) that "Japan must wed her time."
The most protean leader is Deng of
China, wrestling with a monster population increase, bent on raising the
living standards of his people, ready
to scrap his ideology to do ft.
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The technocrat among the new
leaders is De la Madrid, coming to
Mexico's helm at a dangerous moment in its history, and bringing a
needed mastery of economic and finance to his job.

India and the Indians as she does, or
is so fitted to cope and survive. Menachem Begin also seems battered by
recent events, but he has proved
himself a strong and wily survivor.
As for Ronald Reagan, the "Lone
Ranger" president, he is finding the
presidency a bumpy and dangerous
bronco ride. He has always shown a
theatrical flair. But the new element
in him is the Stonewall Jackson recipe
for military command - "mystify,
mislead and surprise."

Max Lerner is a columnist for the Los
Angeles Press Syndicate.
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that argument, Mr. Knox chose to so year after year. We can't afford to
ACGFA obtained its independence University (USG) should control the
respond to my endorsement of Mr. lose a man of his wisdon, foresight in 1970, over 13 years ago; if the body (ACGFA) that allocates the
Latta. O.K. I'm used to that Liberals and power in Washington.
ACGFA structure weakens the power ACGFA funds. We feel strongly that
are famous for changing the subject.
of USG, how did the USG survive so the action suggested by your editorial
Mention inflation or interest rates
Oil* C. Shumakar strongly for 13 years?
will not allow justice to be served
(the cause of the recession) and they
022 Offanhauar Watt
We agree with the BG News that the effectively.
quickly start spouting their unique
present election process for ACGFA
brand of "ideological clap-trap" and
ACGFA must continue to be indemembership can be improved. How"reactionary hogwaah." Suggest that ACGFA must remain
ever, our suggestion here is that the pendent and not to become tied to
conservatives in Washington are independent from USG
BG News should educate the student USG. In this way ACGFA will function
working for the good of the little guy
population on the importance of the effectively as it has in the past.
(after all, who is helped by lower
Our attention has been drawn to the election; and not to attack ACGFA in
inflation, interest rates, and index- March 24 BG News editorial titled these cirumstances.
Abubaker S. Storaa
ing? Not the rich, certainly. They can "USG Should Control ACGFA AllocaActing Preaident
It certainly is not correct that a
invest to hedge against inflation, they tion." We, the members of the Third student organization funded by the
African Peoplai Aaaoclatlon
certainly don't borrow money to buy a World community here at BGSU,
car or home, and they can't be hurt by maintain that ACGFA should control
bracket creep - they're already in the the fee allocations and should conhighest bracket.) Do this and you'll be tinue to remain an independent body.
The BG News is interested in finding several people who would be
called a "McCarthyistic thug." Well,
In your editorial you identify the
interested in writing a weekly column for the editorial page beginning
conservatives are used to that sort of structure of ACGFA as a problem
Fall semester. Subject matters would entail discussion and reaction to
"reactionary rhetoric," but Mr. Knox because it is not part of USG. We feel
campus,
local, state or national events. Any University students, faculty
outdid himself. In the text of Mr. that the most positive thing about
members, administrators, staff or local residents are welcome to submit
Knox's letter he accused Del Latta of ACGFA, is that it is not part of USG
samples of their work to:
being against laborers, students, mi- and so not subjected to the sole interEditor
norities and farmers (is Mr. Knox est of USG. We strongly disagree with
The BG News
sure he didn't forget anyone?) and your claim that the present structure
1M University Hall
suggested the Congressman wants to weakens USG. USG still controls the
The deadline for entries will be April 22. Please include name and phone
have a nuclear war "because he be- student courts, participates in the
number on samples.
lieves a nuclear war to be surviva- formation of University policies, etc.
ble." Really, is Mr. Knox serious?
Having had a chance to talk with Jasper
Congressman Latta on a number of
occasions I find it hard to believe that HI.YCU MUST 0H.VWRE
AREN'T YOU A
UCLL.IUMNT USTB1.1HE
VES-THIS
%AU-Y?
I'M TCU1N' YA,
Mr. Knox and I know the same man, BtWWTUDOR,- THE ONE UC
HWVbOW
TO UWTJKTO
IS MY FIRST
U-R£EAfty?
*HOW BAD
HE ClXAWl'T
he's nothing like Mr. Knox describes
I'MDAWN
JUSTHHEbN
MWEIMCeotS PUfcfibfcWSNY
PJU.t*VrH£. tT'i NCTBrEN
UASHC,
SOLJSXINA
him.
For 25 years Congressman Latta rWHONV-JOWC. SUS.WSHT?
7-40Vtr.
MUM TO WRITE
JOHNNY?"
FSATHOOot...
has worked hard for the people of the
rnrueaD. HOME ABOUT.
5th District. He's helped to rescue the
nation from the disastrous course laid
by the liberals. We are now experienci
an economic recovery which Is
down unemployment. Thank
you Congressman Latta. We, the Majority of the 5th District who have
rewarded Latta's excellent performance by returning him to Washington year after year, will continue to do

COLUMNISTS WANTED

by Bates & Moore
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Seniors earn tuition by performing
by Frederick Rudln
reporter
Music is a popular hobby and great
fun for many. For John Husbands and
Chris Reynolds, however, making
music is much more. It is a way to pay
for school.
Husbands, senior computer science
major and Reynolds, senior French
education major, make up the local
singing duo, '"Those Guvs." In honor
of their year together, the duo held a
performance last Saturday night before a crowd of 220 people packed into
the Union's Side Door.
Reynolds attributes their popularity to the fact they are more than just
musicians, they are entertainers. The
duo said they try to mix songs, jokes,
laughter and lyrics together andpresent an entertainment package. Their

idea of a good show is "giving the
people more than they ask tor," Reynolds said.
Fans were treated to songs of
James Taylor, in the mellow first set
when only the duo performed, and to
the hard rock sounds of the Rollins
Stones in the second, when a bass and
drummer joined the duo.
THOSE GUYS met during a St.
Thomas More University Parish retreat in Perrysburg last year, and
discussed their shared interest in the
acoustic guitar. Reynolds and Husbands said weeks later they bumped
into each other in the Union and
tossed around the idea of performing
together. Reynolds said he jokingly
mentioned they might be able to earn
extra dollars to help pay for school.
Husbands said the idea appealed to

him, so they sat down together the
next week and, with guitars in hand,
formed Those Guys overnight.
"We meshed together perfectly the
first time," Husbands said, "we were
quite pleased."
Their first performance as a duo
was for an Ashley Hall floor party last
spring. They were expecting to play
for 45 minutes, so they prepared a
small set of songs.
"We only practiced seven songs,"
Husbands said, "but we put together a
two and a half hour show.

"Nobody knew that what they were
hearing was being played by us for
the first time," Husbands said, "and
the best part was they loved every

Since that time, Those Guys have
increased their repertoire of songs to
more than 70 and they have performed at many University activities
including Mardi Gras, European
Night, the Miss BGSU Pageant and at
nightclubs and pubs in the Bowling
Green and Toledo areas.
In doing so, they have put themselves through school with the money
"WE COULDNT quit and simply they have earned.
go home after 45 minutes," Husbands
Those Guys said they do not foresee
recalled. "There were 60 girls present a future in music together after graduation this May. Husbands said he
and they were cheering for more."
The next 90 minutes were filled with expects to be traveling out West in
songs they selected only moments August, while Reynolds said he would
before playing them. Husbands said. like to be teaching in France.

DEPORT
.. .from page one
HE SAID he wanted it
entered into record that
Demjanjuk is ill. He did
not elaborate.
Angelilii said O'Connor
had presented no evidence
Demjanjuk's illness, but agreed to consider the matter if proper
evidence is filed when the
hearing resumes.
O'Connor told the judge
that Demjanjuk neither acT

cepts nor denies the government's reasons for
seeking deportation.
In Demjanjuk's denaturalization trial, the govemment presented as
witnesses six survivors of
the Treblinka death camp.
The Justice Department
identified Demjanjuk as
the same man who was
known among death camp
prisoners as "Ivan the Terrible." Witnesses testified

that he ran the camp's gas
chamber, where thousands
of Jews and other prisoners were killed.
Throughout the trial and
his appeals, Demjanjuk
denied the charge. He contended he never helped the
Nazis, but that he was in
the Soviet army and was
held by the Nazis as a
prisoner of war.
He became a naturalized
U.S. citizen Nov. 14,1958.

DEMJANJUK retired
last September as a mechanic at the Ford Motor
Co. plant on suburban
Brook Park.
The key piece of evidence in the denaturalization trial was a Nazi guard
identification card showing Demjanjuk. The card
was provided the Justice
Department by the Soviet
Union. The Soviet Union
told U.S. officials the card

was found during World
War n when the Red army
advanced into Poland and
seized documents at Nazi
camps.
The evidence was crucial in U.S. District Judge
Frank Battisti's decision
stripping Demjanjuk of his
citizenship in 1961. The
Battisti ruling was upheld
in the 6th Circuit U.S.
Court of Appeals and the
Supreme Court.

photo by/Todd Mercer
Chris Reynolds (left), and John Husbands make up the popular musical
duo, Those Guys,"
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WORLD STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
and

Is now accepting applications for
ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVES
to begin Fall Semester 1983
•Marketing»Sales»Advertising»IPCO
majors encouraged to apply

COMMISSION PAID
Apply: 106 University Hall

8 am to 5 pm

Deadline: Friday April 22, 1983

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
presents:

visit the animals in the zoo

for a day of shopping,
sight-seeing and fun!
Sat., April 16

Saturday, April 23
3.25/person for transportation,
tickets may be purchased at the zoo box office
'2.00/adult
*.75/child 2-11 years
Bus leaves Union at 1:00 pm
Deadline to sign up - April 20 - call 2-2343
$

illinium.

VOTE TODAY
for

Undergraduate Student Government

• PRESIDENT
• VICE PRESIDENT
• AT-LARGE REPRESENTATIVES
VOTING WILL BE TODAY
AND TOMORROW ONLY
Union: 9:30 -5:30
AAoseley Hall: 9:30 - 5:30
BA Building: 9:30 - 5:30
Library: 6:00 -10:00
Bring Your Picture I.D. and Validation Card

Bus leaves 9:30am from Union Oval
Returns 6pm
Sign up at the Graduate
Student Senate Office
3rd Floor McFall Center

..,
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1983 B.G.S.U. GREEK
WEEK
IS HERE!!!
WHATAWEEKTOBEAGREEK
Tues. April 12 - Exchange Dinner
Joint IFC/Panhel meeting
Wed. April 13 - Greek Reception
Thur. April 14 - Greek Games (T-shirt Day)
Fri. April 15 - Greek Sing
Sat. April 16 - Greek Picnic (Old Frat Row)

HUNDREDS OF HAWAIIAN TROPIC
SOUVENIRS TO BE GIVEN AWAY!

&*%**

YOUR VOTE.
* IT MAKES A *
DIFFERENCE!

A Bus Trip to Ann Arbor

Blue Ribbon

m^

flnnummniwn
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1983 | Three teams run for CISG office

Greenbriar North

by Janet Boyer
staff reporter

1 Bedroom Furnished
and Unfurnished

Three teams running for
Undergraduate Student
Government president and
vice president have begun
campaigning as they vie
for USfJ's highest elected
offices.
Pete Banner, sophomore
political science and business administration major, for president and Gary
Simon, sophomore computer science and history
major, for vice president,
comprise one of the presidential teams.
Banner, a member of
USG for one year and the
chairperson of the USG

From $175.00/ month <t tkeok

Efficiencies Furnished
and Unfurnished

From $150.00 /month
Call us at 352-0717

Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)

Tuesday Special
;'

:•

"*"•*.»

,

%

One Day Only

Spring Skirts
Entire Stock

1/4 off

committee on Minority Affairs and Human Relations, is also a member of
Pi Kappa Phi fraternity.
Simon, an independent
who has been active in
USG for two years, has
participated on the Academic Affairs committee
and is currently the District Senator of Internal
Affairs.
"The main goal of our
campaign Is unity between
USG, the administration
and the students," Banner
said, adding they plan to
accomplish this by opening
the communication lines
between the three. "Right
now, USG represents only
a handful of the students on
campus and we want to
represent a large majority
of the students.

with the presi- have a broad understanddents of other campus or- ing of students," Banner
ganixatlons and
administrators.
The second presidential
"We are not out to under- team includes Howard
mine any of the organiza- Ishiyama, Junior psycholtions on campus," Simon ogy major, for president
said. "We want to work and Dave Ryan, Junior inwith them."
surance major, for vice
Another goal they say president.
Ishiyama, who has been
they would like to accomplish Involves keeping the involved with USG for two
USG representatives and years, has participated in
the students aware of the the Japanese American
issues and problems. They Youth Organization and
plan to do this by pub- the Japanese-American
lishing the USG newletter, Citizens League. A Psi Chi
"Inside USG," on a regu- member, Ishiyama is also
lar basis and sending it to a panelist for Human Relaeveryone, Banner said.
tfons Commission
According to both Workshop on the Solomon
Banner and Simon, the Amendment.
main advantages they say
they have over the oppoRYAN, WHO has served
nents is the fact that they as an off-campus represenare the only greek/inde- tative to the General AsSOME OF the ideas they
pendent team running for sembly, is a representative
plan to implement if
office.
to Faculty Senate and reelected include week!
"This will allow us to cently was appointed to
chair the Student Consumer Union.
Included in their camEVERY
, Ishiyama/Ryan adTUESDAY
several national,
state and local issues.
These issues include the
proposal to raise the drinking age to 21.
'If this proposal passes,
students will be drastically
effected," Ishiyama said,
adding they will fight this
proposal if elected.

GREEK
NIGHT

Another concern is the
budget cuts which will affect the University.
Ishiyama said students
may see a loss of programs
due to these cuts, and they
plan to keep an eye on what
the administrators wish to
cut
Ishiyama said they want
to be aware of students'
opinions on issues and they
said they plan to accomplish this by taking surveys
and polling students. He
added they would also like
to rotate the USG weekly
meetings to allow more
students to attend.
"OUR ULTIMATE goal
is the students' ultimate
goal," Ryan said.
The major advantage
Ishiyama and Ryan say
they have over their opponents is their experience in
both USG and other campus organizations.
The last team appearing
on the ballot will be Brian
Baird, junior international
business and marketing
major, for president and
Karen Washbush, Junior
marketing major, for vice
president.
Baird, a District Representative of USG, is also
active in Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. Washbush,
who has been a member of
USG for two years, has
served as a District Sen-

Tues. Eve. open till 9:00 pm

II SPRING TUNE UP!
SPECIAL

The Powder Puff

$15.00
FRIENDL Y ONE DA Y

Mac-visa

525 Ridge St.

9pm-CLOSE
Daily HAPPY HOURS
4-6 pm & 9-10pm

REPAIR SERVICE
NEW AND
PuraTf
USED

L.

BteSr«Pc,«|

uLJ

JSSS

ator and the Academic Affairs coordinator and is
also a member of Alpha
Phi sorority.
The structure of this
team's platform centers
around the programs already started by the current USG administration.
According to Baird,
these programs include the
search for the vice president of Academic Affairs,
the student code changes
and the student legal services which the Board of
Trustees passed at Friday's
meeting.
rt
We would like to educate the students about
each of the programs and
teach them how to use
them," Baird said.
SOME OF the goals this
team would like to accomplish include solving
the communication gap between the committees of
USG and students. Baird
said he would form a president's panel. This panel
would seat presidents from
every organization on
campus who would discuss
how USG affects them and
what they expect from
USG.
Another idea the Baird/Washbush platform contains involves setting up a
test file in the library. This
file would contain past examinations from professors, which would allow
students to observe the
professor's testing style,
Washbush said.
Because each has
worked in several areas of
USG, both said they have a
SDod understanding of the
itemal structure of the
? animation.
lird and Washbush
said the major advantage
their team posesses over
their opponents is that they
are the only male/female
team running. Even
though both are affiliated
with the greek community,
they said they are "students first ana greek second."

Bagels Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels

•63-0173

Featuring —
Eggs and omelets, sourdough
hotoekes and franch toast. 15 <
sandwiches on our own sourdough
buns, homemade soups and a
salad bar. beer and wines, spuds
and veggies, a variety of dhmers.
'sourdough desserts and
homemade ice cream
Breakfast 6:30 A.M.-11 A.M. Mon..-Sat. 7 A.M.-1 P.M.
Sun. Lunch and Dinner 11 A.M.-9 P.M. Mon.-Sat.

HELP WANTED
Food Operations Employment

Operations job applications for Fall 1983
employment will be distributed to students
on:
Tuesday, April 19,1983 • 8:00*10:00 a.m. only
Wednesday, April 20,1983 • 3:00-5:00 p.m. only
in the Forum of the Student services Building.
Students will be limited to two (2) applications
in order to insure that as many students as
possible have the opportunity to apply for a job
with Food Operations. Students should take the
completed applications to the appropriate dining
hall/snack bar by Thursday, April 21, 1983.
Applications will not be accepted after that date.
Note' Job opportunities with Food Operations for
the Fall Semester will be at a minimum due to the
fact that Student Employment Applications will be
taken during Pre-Reg this summer and any remaining
jobs will probably be filled at that time.
Therefore, students planning to return to BGSU
next fall and wish to be employed by Food
Operations, should not miss this opportunity for
early application submission.

The Bicycle Store Meeting Everyone's Needs
Pleasure • Commuting • Touring

§

o

• Trek

Buy 3 get one free
Buy 6 get two free, etc...
one coupon per purchase

BICYCLING

TWMMVTOOCM

• Concord

1441 E. WOOHCT Si.
Behind Finder'. Ea«

Hows M-F 8-9 Sat & Sun. 9-9
PTMM

• Rois

Factory Authorized Service
Complete Name-brand Line ot Touring Clothing
and Accessories
Cannondale • Eclipse • Bata • Blackburn • Protog
Campagnolo • Le Coq Sport if • Protec Helmets

:

BROWNIES

Csmpalitlyejy

Fuji

JACK'S.
BAKERY

o

m« coupon

354-1001

Expires 4/16/83
Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels *
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Group suspected
delegates and other
bystanders looked on in
horror, the gunman
walked up to Sartawi in the
hotel lobby, shot him five
times in the chest and head
and fled through a nearby
park as Dolice shot at him.
SARTAWI'S personal
'secretary, Anwar Abu Eisheh, was wounded in the
thigh in the attack but was
recovering well yesterday
in the Albufeira hospital, a
r'cesman said. No one
was injured in the
attack.
A radical PLO splinter
group, known as the Abu
Nidal faction or the Revolutionary Council of the
Fatah, claimed responsibility for killing Sartawi. It
denounced him as a "traitor" for his efforts to bring
Israelis, Arabs and Palestinians together in peace
efforts.
Eleven hours after the
murder, Carneiro said, police went to a hotel in Lisbon and arrested a man
who identified himself as
Youssef al-Awad.
Carneiro said al-Awad
had entered Portugal last
Friday from Spain and was
carrying a Moroccan passport and U.S. dollars that
police thought might be
forgeries.
"Police are still investigating whether the pass-

LISBON, Portugal (AP)
- Police detained a 26-yearold man yesterday in connection with the assassination of the PLO's European
coordinator, and said they
suspected a "commando
group" did the killing.
Acting Interior Minister
Roberto Carneiro declined
to say whether the arrested man was suspected
of shooting Issam Sartawi
in a crowded hotel lobby at
Albufeira, 120 miles from
here, or whether he was
considered an accomplice.
"We have strong suspicions that have led us to
believe this man is connected with the assassination," Carneiro said.
Police would not say
whether the suspect was
armed when he was captured.
They later issued a
statement saying the killing "was carried out by a
commando group consisting of several people." The
statement did not elaborate.
Sartawi, a 47-year-old
physician who had become
a leading PLO advocate of
reconciliation with Israel,
was shot Sunday while attending the final day of the
Socialist International conference in the seaside city
of Albufeira.
While some conference

college night

port (and money are) false
or genuine," Carneiro
said.
Al-Awad was to appear
today before magistrates
who would rule if there
were grounds for holding
him.
THE MOROCCAN Embassy here expressed
doubt on the suspect's
identity and asked for a
photocopy of the passport,
embassy officials said.
It was not clear what led
to the arrest. The news
agency Noticias de Portugal said it was somehow
linked to the discovery of
an abandoned taxi about 95
miles from Albufeira on
the highway to Lisbon.
Police said they were
still seeking a taxi driver
who fled a national guard
Cil at Ourique, 40 miles
Albufeira on the Lisbon highway, and apparently later abandoned the
car. The police did not
elaborate.
In Paris, a French Socialist Party member who
was at the conference and
witnessed the killing said
in a statement that he saw
a second gunman in the
hotel lobby who he believed shot Sartawi's secretary to create confusion
to cover the assassin's escape.

sale

Tonight! We'll close our doors at 5:30p.m. then re-open at 7p.m.
for our famous College Night Sale! Shop from 7 to 10p.m.
for spring and summer fashions! Save throughout the store!
Dresses
Entire stock miiiti and petite dresses

Plaid and stripe casual blouses

save 20%

save 25%

Choose from crape de chin*, toft solids
and prints, poplins, wovens, spun
polyester knits and more styles. Sizes
6 18. Reg. 129-180

Young Collector

25% oH patterned cotton T-shirts. Sizes
SMI. Rag. $16 $18 sol. $12-11.50

Entire stock of shorts

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS.
Is Now Accepting Applications For

save 30%
Walk shorts and short shorts in 100%
cotton and polyastor/cotton blends Sizes
6 16. Reg $17 $19, sale 11.90-13. JO

Young Collector (0463/661 6*7/666)

Deadline is Friday,
April 15, 1983

Moderate
.. • J

^A

j

^k

MOCCASINS

%^^^
From°$14.99
00
$2.
off any pair moccasins

with coupon
Colors: Red, light blue, lavender,
brown, tan, pink, white, navy, khaki.

Expires April 16,1983

~ S. MAIN ST

. Mon-Fri

354-1404

10-8

save 25%
By Jontxen. Investments ond Jock Winter.
Skirts, pants, shorts and blouses. Sixes
8 l8.Reg $16 $48 tele $12434

1$% oH shorts. Farah. Fundamental Things,
others. Rag. $14*24. sale 10.50-111
lesson duckcloth skirts. Navy or khokl.
Sires 6-16 .Orig $36 sole $57
Misses skirts. By Century and Investments.
Sixes 0-18. Orig. $28430. sole I spec. per. It.ft
20% off spring pants. Twill, poplin, more.
Sixes 8-IB. Orig. $24436. sole $19425

TtiQS^WE&TEBN_SK)

Moderate (0109/85).

BOWLING GREEN OHJ^

IMHMMB

Sat 10-6

Knit sportshlrts

save 25%
Munsingweor tipped solids. T-shirts ond
Mocy's own rugby shirts. Polyester/cotton
and 100% cotton in a voriaty of solids
ond stripes. Reg. $10-$18, sole 7.50-13.50

W.stport (0162/660/184/146/40).

25% off camp shirts. Short sleeves, woven
polyester/cotton Sizes 6-16. Reg. $20. sale $15

Applications are available
at 106 University Hall

100% cotton ond polyester/cotton
blends Sixes 8-18. Reg.$l6-$I8,
sole $12-13.50

Men's Fashions

Dresses (01317150/57/134).

25*/. off Sonon denim. 100% cotton, indigo.
Sizes6-16. Reg. $14430. sale 10.SO-2J.50

OBSIDIAN EDITOR

Westport

Westport

Juniors

20% oH Jantsen octlveweer. Polyester /cotton.
Reg. $17 $24. sola 15.60 19.20
28% off Bay Trader ectlvewear. 100% cotton,
cotton blends. Reg. $15 $24 sole $12 19.20
Arrow Dover solid dress shirts. Cotton/
polyester. Reg. $21. sale $17

Junior novelty

save 25%
Polos, crops, novelties ond
muscle shirts Reg. $9 $25. sale 6.75- IB.75

20%-2S% off pants, skirts, shorts. Palmetto s,
Hoppy legs, others. Reg. 9 99 $36
sala7.M-2B.B0
2S% off all woven tops. Oxford shirts, bowling
shirts, more Reg $15 $39. sale 11.25-29.25
JS% off all |unior keans. Many makers ond
styles. Reg. $19 $42 safe 14.25-51 50

JO % off .11 knit ties. 100% cotton, square
bottom. Rag. $10 $12 tola$7-8.48
J0% off Totes travel kits. Nylon
Reg $15 $22. sale $12-17.60
20% aN all sunglasses. Plastic ond metol
frames. Reg. $12 $25 sol. 9.60420
28% off John Henry belts, leather in black
or brown. Reg. $14417. sol. 11.20-13.60
28% off spring betted slacks. Polyastar/
cotton Reg. $26428, sole 19.50*21
2$% off shorts. 100% coHon and polyastar/
cotton. Reg. $15 $26 sale 11.2519.50
20%-J0% off all spring ktckett. Chintx and
poplin. Orig. $35 $95. tale 24.25 $76

Junior octlveweor

save 25%
Pep by Pandora. Sassafras. Tomboy and
more. Shorts, pants, tanks, crops, more.
*eg $12 $35. sale $9-26.25
It* M% eH outerwear, spring suits. Many
styles. Reg. $124110. safe $9-42.50
25% off all funlor dresses. Casual ond
drosty. Reg. $24 $92 sate $18444
2S% off all sportswear coordinates. Spring
styles. Reg. $12 $75. sal. $9-56.25
Juniors (D6JS/265/605/2J0/I33/44/I2I/I24/636/
119/115/215/245/214/217).

Macy Woman
25%-45% off denim leans. Gitano. Sosson Cap
Forrat. 32-38. Reg. $25 $42 sole 14 25-$27
]$% off all spring pants and skirts. Ecco,
Options. 32-38 Reg. $24 $30 sol. 1J.S0-$1B
2$%-40% off woven shirts. Short sleeves.
38-44 Reg. $16-$22. sol. 9.75$ 12
2S% off cotton knit TOSS. Young Stuff. Options,
Gothom Reg. $18 $22 tola 1J 50-16.50

20% oH sport tacks. Orion, nylon and
cotton. Reg. 2.2S-7.S0, tola 1.8*44
Men's (O39/27/IOI/67I/04/3I/I44/II3/I02/10S).

Young Men's
20% off RHM dockweer shirt. 100% cotton knit
Many colon. Rag. $16. sale 12.40
30% all V-neck T-shirts. 100% cotton.
Many colors. Orig. $10, tale $7
Young Men's woven tops. Many styles
I colors. Reg. $14422. sale 11.20-17.50
24% off loTigre pleue knit top. Solid
colors Reg $15 sol. $12
20% oH all polyester, polyester blend sleeks.
Re*. $2442*. tote 19 20-22 40
20% off ktant. 100% cotton by lee. GPCC
more. 28-36 waist. Rag. $15424. sal. $12-19.20
20% all all constructed shorts. Cotton and
blonds. Reg. $I5-$18. sal. $1214.40
2$% off lightweight outerwear. Poplin, chintx.
cotton. Orig. $35445. sale 26.25-JJ.75
Young Men's (0104/274/443/143)

MocyWomon (0134/139)

°fi
INFLATION
CLIPPING SALE

save 25%
• ftuss • Fire Island • Devon
• Dunner • Cos Cob • Others
Blaxars, jockets. blouses, skirls,
pants ond shorts. Sizes 1018.
21% off updated Mouses. Fritxi, Eber ond
Poquette. Reg. $15$30. sale 11.25-22.50
25 % off updated |eens. Cotton ond lycra
blend denim. Rag. $18 $28 sola 13.50421

FEED FOUR FOR ONLY 5.40
Use All Four Coupons At Once Or One At A Time

"—"COUPON—""
• 2 pieces of chicken
• potatoes and gravey- roll

$1.35!

— COUPON —

$1.35?

i
i
i
—.-« J

sommcoinv

Explrai 4/26/83

• 2 pieces of chicken
potatoes and gravey- roll

$1.35(
■

moon

•

Explr.i 4/26/83

nuwet

•

rvttcutmvj

Expires 4/26/83

reatcuma

• 2 pieces of chicken
•potatoes and gravey •roll

i
I

$1.35?

I
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j

•

ittMwn

•

fcntdty fried tfkiVtat
DRIVE-THRU NOW OPEN
Sun-Thurs Until 10 p.m.
Fri& Sat Until 10:30 p.m.

t

25% oil Sosson and Stud.nt Body bros ond
bikinis. Reg. 3.50 $14. sale 2.62-10 50
20%-M% all selected Ball brat. White or
beige Reg. $13 $16 set. 9.10-12.60

2t% off cleerance brat. Contours, underwires,
toftcups. more White or beige.

Pofyestor/cotton Wand. Sixes 818
Reg. $12. sale $»

save 20%
Cation thorti

save 25%
Polyester/cotton twill and poplin
styles. 8-18. Reg. $15. sole 11.2$

Nylon or cotton briefs, hipsters and
bikinis. Vanity Foir. Moidenform Olgo
mora. Rag. 2 7548. tele J.20-6.40

28% of aN lunler sleepweer. Sleepshirts.
baby o Is. more. Rag. $10424, sale$1-19.20
28% oh abet end loungowoor. Postals.
Reg $21 556 sole $16-44.40

Polos and T-shirts

save 25%
100% cotton. 100% acrylic and blends.
Solids, stripes, novelty stylos. S-M-L.
Reg $9$15. tele6.7$-ll.2$

28% off Jordeche leans. 100% cotton. Sixes
714. 5-pocket style. Reg. $27, sal. 21 60
2$% off sundresses. Solids and prints. Sixes
4-14. Rag. $16420. tale $1241$
20% off short sets. 100% cotton knit. Sixes
4-6X Reg. $11414. sale 8.88-11.28
20% off rompers. 100% cotton tarry knit.
Sixat 4-6X. Rag. $8. tale 6.40
2$% aN Intent creeper, sunsults. Sires
6-24 mot. Reg. (9412, tola 4.7549
28% off Carter* layatta wash cloths, towalt,
crib sheets, mora. Reg. 2.50-8.50. sole $2-6.40
$8% off I.T. taut. Entlra stock.
Reg 3 5045 sole 1.75-2.50
G.rls. Intents (OJ7/144/S1/45/40).

Entire stock of pontiet

mimote Apparel (01 $5/442/600/26/07/237/64).

Men's Fashions
21% off woven tportshlrtt. Short sleeves
Reg $16 518 tele $12-15.50

2»% oil dressy Mouses. 100% polyester. Sixes
BIS. Hag. $20 $30 sale $15-22.50

it* finger hckiii good-

20% off Meldenform Sweet Nothings. Founda
tions. doywear. Reg. $6 $21 sole 4.80-16.»0

save 25%

rottciiNtt

ExpirM 4/26/83

20% off Deeno doywear. Camisole half slip,
teddy. Reg. 7.50-18.50. sel. $614.10

20% off all strapless brat. Whita or beiga.
Rag. 12.50-13.50 sale $10410.40

— COUPON —

" — COUPON—"""|

teouKcnni

•

Intimate Apparel

Print skirts

• 2 pieces of chicken
potatoes and gravey • roll

i
l

Girls' Fashions

Westport famous maker coordinate!

ITS OUR

28% off all lrod fancies ond Gont short
ilaeva rugb.es. Rag. $26429. sale 19.S8-21.7$

Boys' Fashions
28% eN ell drat* shirts, long or short
sleeve Orig. $10412. sole $8-9.60
20% off 011 drees He*. Stripes knits.
Orig. $2-7 50. toe* 1.4*4*
Entire ttock knit shirts. Short sleev..
Stripes. 420 Orig. $12422. now 1.50414
20% oN sport top*, ectlvewear. Polyester
cotton. 4-20. Rag. $5418. sole $4-14.40
25% oN Greet Plelnt Clothing Co. |ea«.
toot cut. Orig. $12415 sole $9-11.25
24% eN lee denim feent. Straight lag 5-pocket.
Orig. $16424 sale 12 88-19.28
21% eN ell betted dress sleeks. S 14 reg
slim. 25-30 woist Orig. $11-21.SO.
sale 10.58-16.1 J
J*%-48% off lightweight lockets. Chintz, nylon.
4 20 Orig. $284*3 MHO $21424
Boys' (0143/72/74/477/88).

maq/s
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Ms. Bronze 1983 crowned
by Jill
reporter

They were not tears of
sorrow shed by Cheryl
Dodd Saturday night in the
Grand Ballroom. They
were tears of joy as she
was crowned Ms. Bronze
1983 In a pageant sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma, a
social fraternity.
The 10th annual Ms.
Bronze pageant, which
also marked the 10th anniversary of the Epsilon Phi
chapter of Phi Beta Sigma

on campus, was followed
by a semi-formal dance.
"Very well-planned,
very well-implemented
and an excellent affair,"
Dr. Sara Derrick, one of
six judges for the contest,
The girls were judged on
the basis of evening gown
and talent competition.
The four finalists also answered questions posed by
the judges.
Dodd, junior radio-television-film major from Toledo, will reign for a year.

She received a $25 gift certificate for a color analysis, a bouquet of roses, a
one-year book scholarship,
two trophies and one
year's free admission to all
Phi Beta Sigma activities.
"The bestpart of It for
me was when my roommate and I were the top
two," Dodd said.
THE FIRST, second and
third runners-up, respectively, were India
Johnston, senior communicatons major from
Cleveland and Dodd's
roommate, Charlene Wilson, senior executive secretarial major from
Toledo, and sophomore
fashion merchandising
major, Tascia Banks, of
Lima. Banks was also
named Ms. Congeniality
by a vote of the nine contestants.
The program, which
lasted about three and a

half hours. Included appearances by the Entertainment (Company and the
Four Classmen, two campus singing groups.
Master of Ceremonies
for the evening was University graduate Anthony
Fluellen of the East Cleveland police force, also a
member of Phi Beta
Sigma.
He asked Dodd, "If you
could see yourself in 10
years, what would you
hope to be doing?"
"Ten years from now, I
plan to be a famous Hollywood producer... along
with being married, hopefully, and lots of kids!"
Dodd said.
DODD'S TALENT selection was a "Low Down
Blues" number, which she
did dressed as a man in a
suit, hat and mustache.
Her sponsor for the pageant was Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.

Announcing
Open Auditions
for the Summer Musical

OKLAHOMA!

FALL 1983

We have what
you're
looking for!!
* Whole Houses
Close to campus
724 E. Wooster St.
114 Ridge St.

* Apartments in Houses
1 Bedroom furnished
From $200.00/month
Efficiencies
2 & 3 bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished

* Apartment Complexes
Frazee, E. Merry, Ridge Manor
8th Street - only $50.00 deposit
Willow House - air conditioned

Call 352-0717

Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)

Why mess w/$5 home color
when we offer three BETTER
salon methods at lust $8.95 I

Actors - Singers -- Dancers
Musicians — Stage Hands — Publicity

Volunteer Staff

Castle
boasts
ghost
CHICAGO (AP) - The
Irish Castle on the South
Side is only a copy and not
even a century old, but
folks say it has a wee ghostie - with a brogue, yet
The ghost is said to be a
little Irish girl named Colleen who appears in a long,
white dress.
The peculiar three-turreted place, supposedly
uninhabited, is also said to
emit mysterious party
sounds.

photo by/Jamea Borgen

Surprise!

Cheryl Dodd, Junior R TV F major, reacts with complete surprise as she is named
Ms. Bronze 1983. First runner-up. on her right, Is India Johnston, senior
communications major and also Dodd's roommate.

PIZZA SPECIAL

NEXT
DAY

LARGE PIZZA

Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center
Auditions are open to students and non-students 16 years or older. Community members
are encouraged to participate.
Celebrate Bowling Green's 150th anniversary
Audition for Oklahoma!
presented by (be College of Musical Arts and the
Theatre Department, BGSU

TYPESETTING

MARKS PIZZA PUB
352-3551
CUP & SAVE $$

You don't have (o wail days for
your typesetting. Get next day
service at Century Design
Graphics Ltd. Our high speed
computerized typesetting
system features a wide variety
of type styles and point sizes to
fit your project needs. Our
typesetting system "sets" and
"stores" simultaneously to
"play back" later for revisions
and alterations

.-I

The church bought the
place in 1941 and for a time
considered selling it or tearing it town. But two years
of fundraising recently
brought in 1150,000 and the
haunt is being restored.

NOW LEASING
OFFICE HOUKS

CENTURY

Mon Fri 9 5

OCHCN QRAPMICS LTO
12836 S 0»* Hwy . Bowano, Gr**n. OH

Sat 9-12

352-7529

PHONfc
352-0164

J0HNNEWL0VE

STILL
TIME TO PREPARE.

REAL ESTATE

a ;<

FROM HOUSE AND APARTMENTS
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE!
SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE!

Call Days Evenings i Weekends

Nipum

Expire* 4-20-83

The building's current
tenants are members of
the Beverly Unitarian
Church. Hearing the ghost
stories has become an informal initiation rite for
new members and the little
girl's visit is reenacted every Halloween.

University Village

LSAT
JUNE 20

^krtt*y-H.

.

with one Item (this coupon
FREE DELIVERY

BROCHURES, BOOKLETS
POSTERS. RESUMES
SPECIAL PROJECTS
NEWSLETTERS

April 24 <£ 25 at 7:00
Call Backs April 28 at 7:00

I

Witnesses to little Colleen's appearances are as
hard to pin down as she is,
though there are plenty of
second-hand accounts.
There is one witness to
the party sounds, but she
asks to remain anonymous.

3550 SECOR RD
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OH.

Now leasing for summer
and fall.

UacatteaalCaatar

Reasonable Rates!

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1131

Call us now for your
housing needs,

fat latonaattoa About Mar Caaten
I* Mora Than 10S Major US Cities • Ateae*
Outside NY State
Call T0U mi M0.233.nu

354-2260 or 352-6553

OPEN 7 DAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

(close to campus)

At SYSTEM SEVEN salons!
(formerly Command Performance]
Don't tool w/ messy homo hair coloring
that takes rime— ruma towala... ana
aomeamaa go— wrong! We'll color your
hair professionally for lust SB.OSI
la tha do-it-yourself haaala & uncertainty
ramify worth tha S3.05 you'll save by not
having your hair SAFELY colorad by our
trained hakstyHng chamlcal technicians?!
At SYSTEM SEVEN, wa ottar 3 different
permanent color services suitable tor moat
people (Solarizing... Lumlntzmg... or Highlighting) - aH of which grow out gracefully
over 6 to 12 waaka - tor only »8.95 aplacal
(Mora Involved color procaduras arm also
available at higher costs.)
Caff us tor an appointment TODAY to get
an exciting new color hairstyle for Spring!

EAT-IN
CARRY OUT
IN A HURRY?

Dexter'

.25 charge

2 «ub« minimum

Now Leasing for
Fall 1983-84
ROCK LEDGE MANOR
850 Sixth St. at South College
2 badroom turn. apt.
2 full bath.
cable vWon-diahwashtr
4 X 10 storage locker

25* off!

Included. Extra charge for long hair.)

system severY

EVERY SUB

W
THE HAIRSTYLING PLACE
HOURS: 10 to 0 Mon-Fri. S to 7 Sat, 11 to 6 Sunday
Appolntmenta aveSabte for perm, and ootorlng
Bowing Green SS2-M1*
Frank In Park Mel 472-aea*
North Toama Bar 47S-7&4JI
WnnitiBi uai aai aaaa

$535 per month
-9 month lease
Owner pays heat and water

Good Sunday thru Wednesday

-& Special Limited Time Offer! -&
next regular-price color servlcel

Sub Deliver)

510 E. WOOSTER AVE.
Phone: 352-4497
352-9814

DELIVERY SPECIAL

(# S6.BS la raduoad atudant prloa for coloring
aarvlea only. Haircut and/or atyUng net

Each coloring service prior to May 1
wM raoahra 92 datcomt coupon on

Try Our Drive-Thru
r asl Friendly Service

352-4497

Delivery starts at 4pm

352-9814

B0GGS REAL ESTATE
csl 352-384111-3 or 354-1120
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Contributions recognized
by Ada Spyker

Souvenirs, old photographs and other memorabilia can tell more than
was ever thought possible
about the contributions
women have made to
American culture, Brenda
McCallum, director of the
Archive of American Minority Cultures at the University of Alabama, said
Saturday.
McCallum gave the
opening speech, "Heritage
and Home: Workshops on
Family and Community
History," which took place
this weekend at the First
United Methodist Church.
The event was sponsored
by the University's Women's Studies Department
"From the earliest days
you begin to see women
evaporate from history,"
Dr. Nora Faires, social
historian from the University of Michigan, said.

Historically, women
have not been taken seriously because of their
strong identification with
the private sphere of family life, she said, adding
most of the women mentioned in American history
were prominent whites,
but their contributions
were undefined.
Dr. Susan Arpad, director of Women's Studies at
the University, said most
women's lives do not appear in history because the
roles of women In society
have remained basically
unchanged.

lives as minority women
and how cultural traditions
have greatly affected their
lives.
Events throughout the
day focused on the importance of passing family
heritage from generation
to generation.
All of the speakers mentioned the importance of
keeping a background on
family artifacts.
"Artifacts don't mean
anything outside of the
context/' McCallum said.
"It's only when artifacts
are surrounded by people
do they have meaning.''
Coordinator of the prelect. Dr. Vivian Patraka,
assistant professor of English at the University,
concluded the workshop
with small and large group
discussions of the day's
events and how they related to personal experiences.

"INDIVIDUAL women
have had support, but the
society of women as a
whole has not been appreciated," Kay Sellers, a
member of the audience
from Toledo, said.
An afternoon panel of
four women representing
different ethnic groups discussed aspects of their

It's totally awesome fer-surr!
M«j Am Maw Trwd and f owtn Sis
*e gas apartments «ntn y*s neat
■»atar and cook«g to* FREE'
EACH aquppad with gatbaga dopoui
a> condnMnvtg caow hoc* up ind
lota oi atcxaga'
Two b9droom, unturni$h0d-$3OO/mo 1 year

L.

CM*

Like, go-fer it!!!
352 4380 alter 10 am 352 7361 after 3pm
SufKldy through Friday

I

. HK—JIM

-MX

HK

LSAT-GMAT

DETROIT (AP) - A
man who managed the
estate of Gilda Radner's
father is an "outrageous
con man" who cost a
family partnership millions of dollars, a lawsuit by the former
"Saturday Night Live"
star claims.
Radner and her
brother, Michael
Radner, both Detroit natives, claim in their
Wayne County Circuit
Court lawsuit that Detroit financer Neil Goodman, a distant relative
by marriage, mismanaged their partnership
and should not be entitled to any of its remaining $3 million in assets.

I

The Bowling Green State University
Board of Student Publications
is now accepting applications for

SUMMER EDITOR
of

Goodman filed suit
earlier seeking to dissolve GAR Investment
Co., an action that
would give him onethird of the assets,
according to court documents.

lHEBGNFAW^

Applications available: 106 University Hall
DEADLINE: Wed., April 20, 1983, 5 p.m.

The partnership between Radner, her
brother and Goodman
was formed nearly 16
years ago and has invested in stock, real estate and a radio station.
Goodman said in a
statement issued by his
attorney that "At all
times, I've acted with
the utmost good faith
and I've been scrupulously fair to all partners."

Lambda Chi Alpha
»»»¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥<

RUSH

>********♦***♦♦

Jobs • Jobs • Jobs • Jobs

Food - Brinks - food Company

Thought about next
year yet?

Tuesday April 12
7:30 - 9:30

We have.

fas**
S-3SSlmo. 9 mo. lease
(Ditidmd tenmn all ot You!)
Summer Rate: $350 •nlirt summer!

Radner sues
over estate

The BG News Is now accepting
applications In Its production
shop for next year In the following areas:
•
•
•
•

>*» if if ***^*-¥-****-*»¥*-*¥ ¥¥¥¥¥- *

Ad typist/paste-up
Editorial typist
Editorial paste up asst
Camera technician

UrTTDUS

\i

FM 104 ROCK NIGHT

Introductory Seminar
Hear attorneys and business professionals
discuss the current LSAT — GMAT. Also,
a diagnostic test will be administered and
sq

presents

Check Student employment, 460
Student serivces for job description/
qualifications, and further details.
Applications will close 5 p.m., April 16

T
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FM 104 WI0T

Start off right after

SPRING BREAK
nat«>- TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 1983
-nmft. 4:00 P.M.
Planpr BUSINESS AD. BLDG. ROOM
NO. 115
For More Information Call:

(313) 261-LSAT

VIEW!
EVERYTHING LOOKS BETTER
THROUGH CORRECT
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

flaw VISION
UNS AND RAM! *
•VOCAL IMS AND
FRAMf*

$29«
$4988

Including your choke of over 1.000 current from* fothtoni.
Tinted, plastic overslie. out of itock lenses priced higher.

$4900
FOR SOFT
CONTACT IfNSES
Corckilandprofet

moumti

mmiwu
•Stowdord clddf
gioi. phM 400 M
200 C^
All MAJO* CMOff
CA«DS WtlCOMC

Come to the

Spring Crafts Fair
Suprise a relative or
friend with a handcrafted gift
Great for Mother's Day

April 13-15

Ladies admitted FREE
all night long
Men admitted for $1.04
Doors open at 7:30

10:00-5:00

2nd Floor Union (Browsing & Promenade Lounge)
Free and Open to the Public

Attention:
Closet Media Analysts
and
Bashful Journalists
The BG News is expanding its coverage of popular
entertainment, and we are currently looking for
contributors in the areas of:

• Music Criticism
Film Reviews
• Television Analysis
If you are interested please contact
Fats Miller at the BG News
106 University Hall

1

FM 104 personalities
join you for an
FM 104 Rock Night
Rock with Buttons, FM 104,

The Male Fantasy Show,
and your friends at

IfTTiNt
"«*/&»» Mace &o &e"

l

I
I
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Price defeats Cubs; Reds 5-1
CINCINNATI (AP) - Joe
Price made the most of his
first start Monday. Dickie
Noles made less of his attempt to redeem himself
with the Chicago Cubs.
Price, a reliever turned
starter for the Cincinnati
Reds, tossed a two-hitter to
beat Noles and the winless
Cubs 5-1.
The left-hander, making
his first start since May 2
of last year, struck out four

and walked one to help
Cincinnati gain its first
four-game series sweep
since I960 and drop the
Cubs to W.
"Today I was lucky
enough that when they hit
the ball it was at somebody," said Price, 1-0.

Noles, in trouble with the
law in Cincinnati, wasn't
so lucky on the mound. He
lasted just 2 1-3 '

SUMMER
RENTALS

• 2 Bedrooms

516 E. Merry, Ridge Manor
Frazee, Field Manor
$175.00-225.00 & Electric
• 1 Bedroom
many locations
from $150/month
• Efficiencies $ioo/month
CALL US 352-0717
Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)

giving up four runs in the
second and one in the third.
Reds catcher Dann Bilardello rapped a two-run
double ana outfielder Cesar Cedeno cracked a tworun homer in that four-run
second.
Noles, 0-2, was jailed
overnight Saturday on
charges resulting from a
disturbance outside a Cincinnati bar. An attorney

Cubs Manager Lee Elia
had hoped that Noles,
usually tough on the Reds,
could get himself and the
Cubs on track with a good
performance.

Women do well in south
Three members of Bowling Green's women's track
team stood out last weekend as the squad competed
at the Dogwood Relays in
Knoxville, Tenn.
BG's Laura Murphy set
a new school record in the
800-meter run with a time
of 2:13.21. She also came
within five seconds of her
BG record in the 1500 with
an effort of 4:32.69.
Fellow distance runner
JoAnn Lanciauz also fared
well, running the 1500 in
4:41.0, and recording a
time of 10:04.0 in the 3000.
The Falcons' Heidi Asmus was the only BG competitor to place last
weekend, finishing sixth in
the high jump. Asmus'

Support Our
Advertisers

University Courts
Now Leasing

entered innocent pleas
Monday morning for Noles
to charges of assault, disorderly conduct while intoxicated and resisting
arrest.

.

*™
SAT 9-12

jump of 5-feet-8 Inches,
was just two inches short
of the BG record.
BG coach Pat Brett said
last weekend's meet was
very beneficial to the Falcons, especially since the
squad was able to compete
against top-notch competition.
"I was very pleased with
our showing,'' Brett said,
"especially since it was
only our second meet of the
season."
This weekend the Falcons will travel to Mount
Pleasant, Mich., to face
the Central Michigan Chippewas.

Three good events aid cindermen
ran an intelligent race to capture
the victory."
Bob Zink also ran the 10,000 but
did not place. His time was 32:51.7

by Doug Purdon
iporti reporter

The Bowling Green men's track
squad received three fine individual performances last weekend at
the very prestigious Dogwood Relays on the campus of the University of Tennessee in Knoxville.

Jeff Boutelle ran a 14:43.8 open
5000-meter race and recorded his
personal best performance. "Boutelle is showing promise for many
good things to come in the future,"
Wright said.

Dan Gruneisen competed in the
open 10,000-meter run and brought
home a championship to Bowling
Green. Gruneisen turned in an excellent time of 30:01.74 for the 6.25
mile race. BG track coach Tom
WrighL commented, "Gruneisen

Gaetan Girard scored a point for
the Falcon tracksters as he placed
sixth in the steeplechase with a
time of 9:20.95. "Girard is capable
of running a much faster time but

made a good showing for Bowling
Green," Wright said.
BG had four individuals who
competed in the field event portion
of the meet
BOB GRACE threw the discus
157' 4", but did not place In the
meet that featured many top
names in the track and field world.
Grace also put the shot and was
unable to obtain a mark. Pete
Yaskowitz failed to make the starting heighth in the high jump which
began at 6'10". Bill Hampton threw
the javelin - but did not place for
any points.

Falcon linksters don't fare too well
by Ted Pimnt«

The Bowling Green
men's and women's golf
teams did not fare too well
in both their tournaments
this past weekend.
The Lady Falcons finished eighth out of a 11
team field for the rainshortened 45-hole Lady
Lion tournament at Penn
State, last weekend. The
men's team finished sev-

309 HIGH STREET
801 FIFTH STREET
We pay beat and Cable TV
2 Bedrooms
call

Newlove Management
352-5620

•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for

mance in the Marshall Invitational finishing 43
strokes behind tournament
champion Ohio State with
a total of 908.
The team has not been
able to make good showings in the tournaments
due to their short game,
according to Bonar.
"PUTTING HAS been
our major problem," said
Bonar. "Our tee to green
game has been fine, but
our putting has not been of
championship caliber."
Bonar also is confident
that the golfers can rebound and says that preparing for the MidAmerican Conference
tournaments is his main
concern.
"Our main goal every
week is to finish ahead of
all the MAC teams in the
tournament," Bonar said.
"We finished 11 shots be-

enth out of a 17-team field
Marshall Invitational at
Guyan Country Club in
Huntington, Va.
The women's team finished with a team total of
872. with sophomore Susan
Ohlsson's score of 204 leading the way. "Susan has
been playing extremely
well - she has broken 80
twice," BG head coach
A.J. Bonar said. "Those
scores are extremely good
considering the amount of
time the women have had
to practice."
The rest of the scores
ranged from 218 to 236.
Claire Batista was BG's
second place finisher with
a 218, while Jean Kempf,
Michelle Brodeur, and
Terri Gruner had scores of
222, 228 and 235, respectively.
The men's team had a
disappointing perfor-

Congratulations

Tenant Pays Electric Only

Summer Hates Available
Rental Office located in Amherst Village

hind pre-season MAC favorite Miami and that
comes out to about only
two shots a man.
"We are not far away
from playing well - Mike
Dzienny had a terrible putting weekend and still finished with a 226," Bonar
said. "Brad Turner also
did not play as well as can
be counted on and he had a
223." Turner finished 12th
in the tournament.
The weather continued
to be a problem for the
Falcons as it rained all
weekend. Bonar, however,
refused to use it as an
excuse. "Everyone has to
Slay under the same condions and someone shot a 73
on Saturday in the rain so
the conditions were definitely playable," he said.
"We realize that most of
our golf is going to be
played in bad weather and
we have just go out and
give it our best shot."
Turner led the Falcons
with a 223 total (which
included a first round 71).
The rest of the Falcons
finished with scores between 226 and 235.

BG News
Salesperson
of the
Week

Behind Wendy's
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The Bowling Green State University
Board of Student Publications
is now accepting applications for
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FOR YOUR LIFE
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DEADLINE: Wed., April 20, 1983, 5 p.m.
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LOW SUMMER RENTALS
•A LARGE VARIETY OF HOUSING
•SOME HAVE FREE AIR CONDITIONING
•SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE
DON'T WAIT TOO LONG
OUR APARTMENTS ARE GOING FAST!

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
352-5620

EXCEPTIONAL MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES.
For exceptional College Grads (and those who are soon to be)

CURRENT
OPPORTUNITIES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
AVIATION • LAW
MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE
CIVIL ENGINEERING
SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

I Haircuts
With Mindy
| Perms With
Ron, Mindy
| ROMAN'S HAIR DESIGNERS
STADIUM PLAZA 3522107
PLEASE PRESENT THIS AD

Sign up for an inUrview in the Career Placement Office.

WINTHROP TERRACE
NORTH & SOUTH
OFFICE - 400 Napoleon Rd
Phone 352-9135
I FOR A GOOD PLACE TO UVE ■ COME OUT
jAND SECURE YOUR APARTMENT FOR SUMMER
& NEXT FALL NOW! WE PAYHEAI, WATER

I AND CABLE,
%

ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS AVAILABLE
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED
OFFICE HOURS 9-12 & 1-5 MON-FRI.
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Open Sat. April 16
10-4

Interviews will be held WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY,APRIL 20-21
For more Information, call Navy Officer Programs:
Collect: (216)676-0490

"REASONABLE RATES..."
THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS

LEASING FALL 1983
•516 E. Merry Avenue
•656 Frazee Avenue
Features

in conjunction with

•2 Bedroom Furnished
w/2 full baths
•1/2 block from campus
•Laundry facilities

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
• *—•*«« SERVICES

$ 425.00 month & electric
CALL 352-0717

Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)

• Professional Quality on the Most Sophisticated" Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green.
C«l 372-24wl or stop by 106 University Hill
■ i r i fin tin

ip
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BG 9 roll past Heidelberg, 14-0
by Marc Delph
sporti reporter

The old adage better late than
never was banded yet another exception yesterday when Bowling Green's
baseball club embarrassed late-arriving Heidelberg, 144, on BG's cold and
wet Steller Field.
The contest was a non-scheduled
game added early yesterday due to a
rained out Michigan double-header on
Sunday. But coupled with a two-game
sweep of Defiance on Friday it made
for an enjoyable weekend for the
Falcons.
Heidelberg, a division m school out
of Tiffin, proved no match for the
Falcons' come-lately offense and the
three waves of pitching excellence,
starting with three innings of three-hit
ball from right bander and game-winner Jim Phelps (34). John Maroll (21) took over for two more shutout
innings, followed b" Carl Moraw (04)
to send the Student Princes home with
heads hung low.
"We needed the work," BG firstyear bead coach Ed Platzer said. "I
feel a game Is much better than a
practice at this point in the season.
The pitchers needed the innings,
Phelps hadn't thrown since Florida."
BGbroke Heidelberg in easily with
(list one run in the first inning when
'alcon third baseman Rick Morgan

singled home H.J. Smith, a .373 hitter
who led off with a walk.
In the second stanza the Falcons
broke loose for six runs highlighted by
three extra-base smashes from
Smith, a double down the right field
line, catcher Chris Shuping powered a
triple to the right-center fence, and
Morgan hit a tremendous three-run
homer onto the Forrest Creason golf
course.
"Morgan is one of our few long ball
threats, Platzer explained. "He's
really hitting the baseball well."
BG went on to score three more in
the third off of singles from shortstop
Jerry Drobnick, second baseman Jamie Reiser, and Shuping. They continued with two more in the fourth and
sixth innings.
Pitcher Barry Trainer started and
was tagged as the game's losing
hurler as the Student Princes lowered
their record to M for the season.
Any fan who knows Steller Field
can tell prior to the game whether it is
going to be a high scoring affair or a
pitching dual by the direction of the
wind. And everyone in the area knows
that BG can challenge Chicago as the
Windy City almost any day of the
year.
Well, Friday the wind was blowing
hard, as usual, right at the batters'
faces calling for the dreaded pithing
dual. Platzer. however, picked the
right man for the duty in the first

game of the double-header with Defiance as he started - and finished with
- his top hurler, senior right hander
Jim Locker.
»
Locker gave up just one run on two
hits to boost the Falcons to a 2-1
victory over the Yellow Jackets. A
much needed victory at that since BG
was coming off two big losses to
Detroit earlier in the week which
Platzer said was his team's worst
performance.
"I felt we played very well Friday," Platzer said. "I thought we
were ready to play, we weren't
against Detroit
"We saw some very good pitching
on Friday," he continued. "Jim
(Locker) Is pretty much of a control
pitcher. He throws a lot of strikes."
The Falcons got their two runs in
the first contest in the fifth and sixth
Innings when Smith singled home
Reiser in the fifth, and first baseman
Larry Paszkiewicz drilled a double to
deep right and later scored on a
Reiser sacrifice in the sixth.
In the second game the Falcons
scored three runs in the sixth inning to
overcome a 4-3 deficit to win 6-4.
BG's Joe Becraft went the distance
_ up just five hits to record his
win with no losses on the year.
Today the Falcons host Saginaw
Valley ui a 1 p.m. double-header in an
attempt to build on their 13-3 mark for
season.

photo by/Phil Masturzo

Bowling (keen second baseman Jamie Raiser ruches first on an error by
Defiance first bagger Todd Nowlckl In the second game of last Friday's double
header it BQ't Steller Field. The Falcone won both games 2-1, 6-4.

BG tennis team wins easily, 9-0

Women netters undefeated so far in spring

by Keith Walther
sporti editor

by Keith Walther
sports editor

When a team goes into a game
knowing full well mat it will not be a
difficult task, it is often hard to produce anything good out of it.
But last Friday's Bowling Green
men's tennis team lambasting of Indiana-Purdue at Ft. Wayne served as
a confidence builder for bead coach
Bob GDI's charges.
The Falcons soundly defeated
IPFW 94 on a windy day at the
Robert Keefe courts to run their record to 5-3 on the year.
"It is hard to measure what we got
out of a match like this," Gill said.
"The scores indicate that the compe-

tition was not what we are normally
used to in the MAC (Mid-American
Conference). We outmanned them.
But what the scores do not show Is
that we played very well - so I am
basically'pleased with our performance. The match will give the players some added confidence in their
games."
Gill pointed out that the windy
conditions prevelant that day did not
seem to bother his team. This, according to Gill, was also a positive factor
coming from the matrh
"NOBODY LUCES playing in
strong wind but our kids handled it
really well," Gill said. "Anytime you
play a match where you anticipate
that it will be a fairly easy time, you

justify it by playing as many people
as possible. Pm just glad that we got
it (the match) in."
Winners for BG Included Barry
Conlan at first singles, a 6-3,6-2 victor
over Skye Heiney; Steve Beier, a 6-4,
6-1 fourth singles winner over Dan
Brogan; Jim Demos, a 6-0,6-0 winner
at third singles; Alan Benson defeated Joe ScToce 6-1, 64 at the fourth
singles position; Warren Kramer won
at fifth singles 6-1, 64; and Dean
Taylor won a 64, 6-0 decision over
Rich Dinlos at sixth singles.
In doubles, Conlan and Demos won
0 and 0 at number one; Beier and
Benson were 6-2,6-2 victors; and Greg
Comito and Kramer defeated Pervez
Okter and Dinlos at third doubles.

Entries due for intramural tennis, track and golf
Entires for volleyball and tennis are
due today at 5 p.m. Entries are available from athletic chairmen and at
the Intramural office, 201, Memorial
Hall. Play begins next week.

golf turnament at the IM office. Entries are due April 26.

The Bowling Green women's rugby
club traveled to Kalamazoo, Mich,
last weekend to face the University of
Entries are, now available for the Michigan.
.
all-Campus track and field meet and
The Wolverines defeated tk*-Fal-

cons, 84, scoring all points in the first
half. The Falcon defense shut down
UM's offense in the second half but
bad trouble moving the ball forward
forpoints.
The second game was played
against Kalamazoo College. Defense
won oat in this battle in a tie. 04.

Add a couple of talented freshman to a strong nucleus of returning veterans and you have the 1983
edition of the Bowling Green women's tennis team.
These freshmen have played a
vital part in the Falcons' quick 44
start on the courts this season. Lyn
Brooks and Lisa Kosash have
made their mark in the early going
of the season. Kosach is holding
one of the six singles slots and the
two are paired as the third doubles
team.
The team, under the direction of
head coach Deb Kurkiewicz, was
impressive in winning all three
matches down in Florida over
spring break.
Meanwhile, over the weekend,
the Falcons were rained out of
their match against the University
of Cincinnati on Saturday, but were
able to get in the match against St.
Mary's of Indiana on Sunday up in
Toledo. The Falcons won that
match,,*}-!.

Kurkiewicz got strong performances from Chris Biscnoff and
Cindy Schepper, the team's number one and two singles players,
respectively. The two nave won all
but one of their singles matches
this season (Biscnoff lost one
match down South) and the two
have been nearly flawless as the
number one doubles team.
"OUR TEAM has really looked
good in doubles so far," Kurkiewicz said. "We were down 4-2 after
the singles matches aeainst Florida Southern and won all the doubles matches to win the overall
match, $4.
"Chris (Bischoff) and Cindy
(Schepper) have really been playing incredible doubles. We are
really looking for them to have a
good year for us."
The Falcons should again be in
the upper division of the MidAmerican Conference this spring
with everyone back from last
year's squad.
Besides Schepper, Bischoff, Kosach, and Brooks, the Falcons will
also feature Joni Lindquist.and

Amy Bottorf, Stacy Hudkins, Martha Goth and Katrina Coleman.
"It is hard to say, but I think we
might be a little better than last
year because of the freshman and
because the others who are returning have had a another year's
experience," Kurkiewira said.
"The MAC should be extremely
tough this spring. Miami, of
course, will be super tough and
Western Michigan will be very
Eood, too. I think we will be in a
sttle for third."
Besides Bischoff and Schepper's
wins at singles and their doubles
victory, BG got help from Bottorf
at fourth singles against St.
Mary's. Bottorf posted a 74, 6-4
win over Heather Temosew.
Goth defeated Kim Koegi 6-2,6-3
at fifth singles; Kosach defeated
Alison Pellar 64, 74 at the sixth
slot; Lindquist and Hudkins won at
second doubles, 6-2, 74; and Coleman and Kosach took the third
doubles match 64,64 to round out
the Falcon win.

————————
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Do you need to

'PHONE HOME?'
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Presentation
by Mr. Minnich from GTE
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EARN (S00 OR MORE EACH
SCHOOL YEAR FLEXIBLE HOURS
MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR PLAC-MO
POSTERS ON CAMPUS BONUS
BASED ON RESULTS
PRIZES
AWARDED AS WELL
800-528-0883

CLASSIFIEDS
raiion iM .to 40* per In* It M H
SOLD TYPI so- ui p* U
AOproxanaaly 25 to 30 Km pa Ira
CMJUaCITI tVftWTa Manga tor non-oraM putac urn actrv*.i ** B. Ireartod
OMCt to trsa ml a rap** raw. MMW
o-^«..l«ngi.Hmt.i..»»«o'.«Mpm Fneay «4 00 p.«. al»
raBBBBa tor tot Tuaaoay erason
to ar. tovjtoato at tw aa rasae ante, IM IABBISIBB> HML

Von lor ma experienced Nwn
HOWARD tSHP/AMA
DAVE RYAN
USD PRES VICE PRES
ELEC. Apnl 12 4 13

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
TAXES TAXES TAXES
Rostov lax a Accounting Service
fhort form $8 long lorm $I 5 a ucj
Professional Praparatton
Reasonetxe Rateo
1007 N Mam. BG
352-4340

Am 12. 1963
BIKE AUCTION
WED. APRIL 13TH
STUDENT SERVICES FORUM
2 10 - 5:00 PM
OaBpfJ Republican Orgavwalional
Meebng tonkjhl 800 pm. 305
Hanm Ek-,- lions w Bo haw

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD
DEADUNE FOR APPLICATIONS
APRIL 13. 1883

Mufllara msteBad-low aa $1886
Wa 1 meet or Mat any written aatlmete. Don't pay more'" Cai 3641278 lor FREE ssbmete' BG Muffler
Canter 11055 Bowing Green Bd

FREE Inlrodo -TfSa
on "Ho* To Balar Prepare lor the
LSAIanoGMAI On April 12. 1883
allltoBA B*OQ Hm 115, 4 00pm

Feel. Johnny
Wa couldn't have osked lor Better
chaperonea "i Crank thoae lunea 4
SO lor some tgukl braaklaM. You dot
gotta love Bua 4

TUCKER TYPING
Coiegrele. Business, paraonal.
Nancy 352-0809
5th Year Fi* time service

■A Meeting Iu.s. April 12. 7:30.
200 Moseley Election of next years
oracera
Marlating Club Award. Banquet
torajht at ' 30. McFal Ctr . Rm
212

VOTE FOR
PETE BAMNER
ANO GARY SIMON
FOR U.S.Q. PRESJVICE PRES
TODAY

LADIES NrrE-TONtOHT
IS YRS. ANO OLDER
WESLEY 4 COMPANY
"A Show You Won't Forget"
aaaSai O.OOp.. Open 1:00pm
Man adaettted FREE at 10:30
MAM ST. 142-3701

LADIES NIlE-TONaOHT
18 YRS. ANO OLDER
WESLEY 4 COMPANY
"A Show You Won't Forget"
Show 9:00pm-Open 4:00pm
Man .dmitled FREE at 10:30
MAIN ST. 352-3703

RIDES
Rao* otlerr-a lo Rocheater. NY or
poayra on Rt 90 Leaving 4-18 reluming 4 19 Can 8910406

QREEKS-Tak. Nele-The Zata
Seta Taa LH Sesaee win ba aalHng
Oreek buttons lor charity durtnf
Oraak Week-el unNarslty Hall. Buy
sate tor yeasrasHa how 'bout your
testortta asasTI
Happy Hour-Holday am
Everydey. al day MTV
Every Nkght, Al Night

Casey. Wurmy. Kee Ian, CPA, Dale
Bprn, 4 Doclor J . We loved Arizona.
Out al ol you won our hearts Thanks
(or everything we mraa you*. Love,
Lynn, Carolyn. Linda. Lort
^_

SERVICES OFFERED

TUTORING Basic Ma*. Algebra. En
gBah and Rearing CeJ after 8pm
874-3349

NEW PHONE NUMBER
114-16*0
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOD COUNTY
Conlkx-ntiai paraonal care
Speeux ralaa BGSU student.
Convaraanl appolnlmeiils

PARTICIPATION IN THE NATIONAL
STUDENT EXCHANGE la aba a DOSS.
Batty tor 1883-84 Ttwty-seven col
leoae » urvversrhea are sta open lor
exchange Contact the Cenler lor
Educational Options. 231 Admar
Bdg . 372-0202. lor
Don I wait acotcat
soon!
" VOTE TODAY
USG ELECTIONS lor Prea , Vice
Prea 4 AT LARGE REPRESENTA
TIVE
YOUR VOTE
IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Vote lor the axperlenced tsem
HOWARD ISHrYAAlA
DAVE RYAN
USG PRES /VICE PRES
ELEC Apr! 12 4 13

■ Week
Apr! 18-24
Residence He! Week
Apr! 18-24
Residence Hal Week
Apr! 18-24
CATCH ITI'

HOMEMADE CAKE DONUTS
Deevered mash anas) weekend
Order By Apr! 15
See Pa* Powers
I am a lairrerslty math prolsasor. I am
proud ol the tact met I laws newer
Bean guilty ol sexual harassment I do
reatze thai women lend lo be week In
math I leal it my duly to warn my
leiTteta students mat they we. havs to
work hard to keep up with the man
and the maiorlty ol them wa erther
drop ma class or M I taal I would be
nagtectaig my oMgetkxi lo mass
studenta it I did not so warn mam
WRONG PROFESSOR OF MATH.
YOU ARE GULTY OF SEXUAL HA-

COLLEGE REPUBLICAN Organizational Meeting tonight 8.00pm. 306
Henna Ejections wa Be hasd
Congratulations MB on your Defta
Gemma-Theta CN tovakenng to Bob
L I T B Your Serxor Sponsor

PLANNED PANENTHOOO
m WOOO COUNTY
CONFIDENTIAL PERSONAL CARE
SpacW Rate*sasu studenn
CONVENIENT APPTS.
114-1140.

OFF CAMPUS
FORMAL
APRIL 15, 1*81
PRESIDENT'S LOUNGE
ICC ARENA
ALL WELCOME

HEALTH CARE CLUB MEETlNa
Wad., April 13. 188 aUnllf, 7:10
am Larry Lahner horn Flower Hoesaaal to apse* on grnarkaato aclxooL

LADIES NITE-TONIGHT
IS YRS. ANO OLDER
WESLEY 4 COMPANY
"A Show You Won't Forget"
Show-fl:00pnvOpen B:00pm
Man admitted FREE at 10:30
MAIN ST. 357-3701

Computerized typing On campus
•spar.. 5 pgs. 1 pg laaume same
day service Al resumes, papers on
request Penny on date 2-3343

IMaM NTTE — TOteoHT
IS YRS. ANO OLDER
WESLEY1COMPANY
"A Shaw You Won't Fbroat"
S»a>w 8:00pnvOpan 1:00pm
laV^eoWUtled FREE at 10:10
MAIN ST. 152-1701

Head South on Man Street
lo THE GETAWAY Fresh Donuts.
Ouaaty hano^Sppsd tee Cream.
and doecloue aandwlchaa

USG"'VOTE-"USG
BAIRO FOR PRESIDENT
WASHBUSH FOR VICE—PRES.
USG" "VOTE" •USO--

ROLLER SKATE RENTAL
PURCELLS EBKE SHOP
352-8284

MARIA.
ARENT SECRETS FUN TO KEEP?
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR LAVALrEHaNG TO PAUL' LOVE BETH

George Msndlt (with an "S")
toaae lorgtve my human error.
Heaven forbid that I mtotoke your
cultural herltago Marly (I mean
■ainei.

VOTE TODAYS
USG ELECTIONS lor Pre* , Vice
Pros . 4 AT—LARGE REPRESENTATIVE
YOUR VOTE.
IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

ROCKf.' ROCKS' ROCKS'
Eamngs '.ecklacee-Deek Pieces
Man. -unerN specartens
Cranes i - REAL ROCK MUSIC
Cratl Sho* Unon-Apnl 13. 14. 15
Support lh. l.aplrog lor Charity''
Sponaoreo by Ftodgera 3rd West &
3rd South Al proceeda go lo the
Ronald Mi Donald House. Inc Fri.
Apr I5lh v 2 30pm around the BG
campus

LEESAOGIES
Greet laan-oon ot asaorted epring
ccaors Jean. H Thttga
531 Ridge St

lolSQSU:
Do year knew a pretty tody? Large
Co. la tooUraj lor boeutHul women
aa aaaaW lor a color praetor to
appear next year. Please call Tom
McKenna at 1-800-1724742 weekaavae or attar 7PBB. BaJ 114-1104.

PERSONAL

MEN AND TOUQHNESS: An open
dtocussion ;.t the ettecta 4 impact ot
the expect ions & daaae ol men to
ba "lough Tues Apr 12 al 7 30
pm In the 'acuity Lounge, 2nd l»
LMon

Kappa So. on Deytona ' Bua 4" You
guya raaty know how lo parly 4 you I
toways ba our tevonte cuetomera
LaTa al gat traahad 4 smaahed •
crash out In your room m* tana (3 to
a Bed?!) Ware tatUn' 0000 TlMEi
The 501 Oub. PS Whan'a the next
Aloe Party
LauraThanx lor a super weekend! You're
tha boat UI 81a anyone could have
Love. Your Big P S Gel payched lor
me Wet Shavers

AJ your typing need*
prolesnonaey done
352-4017

EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
'••day Apr. IS.
7 30 p m Tonlopjaiiy Legion
Cast Prues-Door Prize

JEN.
LOOK, YOUR VERY OWN PERSONAL! HAVE A HAPPY 22NO
BBTHDAYII WE LOVE YOU 1 WISH
YOU YEARS OF HAPPtsSSS! LOVE,
YC4JR ROCaVaEB

I.F.C. SPONSORED
FRATERNITY RUSH
TONKJHT

Rush ATO Rush ATO
Tuesday. April 12: Rusk arm LH'
Ski's. Thursday, April 14: Hot Dog
NMe. Come meet ate Brothers 4
INlO lh* iTVtn IMMnO liaiH^aTWy Ilia.
Happy Belated tOey
JOO ANN LOWERYII
Are you aWI akrel
Hope N was the bast evert!
LOVJIAiC*
.,1,

Taylor Wine Pre nleta.
April 18, 4:00-11:00 pm.
Far AHA Member..
Tern
Ccrvjrati4eaons lor making the BGSU
Porrvneretlea' I «*•„ you would do III
Can t warl to see you on the Boor ai
Anderson Arena! Maybe 1*1 even go
to go a hasinlbsl game' Good Luck
next year* Love always. Debts*. PS
Cnograaaiaaa to Tamta atoo' What
apart
THANK YOU BO MUCH FOR ALL
YOUR MH», OEMEROUS SUPPORT
4 OKWmAOIJaCNT YOU OAVE
ME WHUE I WAS WORKING TOWARD OP OOAL AT O.M. I REALLY
APPRECIATE IT 4 NOW THAT I'VE
MADE IT I REALIZE I COULDN'T
HAVE DONE IT WITHOUT YOU.
WHAT MAKES ME EVEN HAPPIER
THAN TH«, IS HAVING SUCH SPECIAL FRIENDS LIKE ALL OF YOU. I
LOW YOU ALLII CAROL BA8HIAN
To my CM O LI'S Nancy 4 Laura I'm
excaed lor you on your recent accompaahrnntB' Nanc. a summer ol
C P. 4 trans. 4 Laura a year lo kick 4
amte with ma Pommerettea' But Aral
get psyched lor the rest ol the
■amastar' Lovs. Your Bkj Bran.
T-eNrt screening
N year net getting your aNrta trom
JEANS N' TtsBtOS
Your're probably paying loo much!!
issue N' Tratiea
441 WMga, H.
Unrversify rnliarnurals ra sponsoring a
co-ad single ekninatlon artlc aofflxal
loumamenl on Apr! 18. 18. 4 17m
A maximum ol twenty teems *l Be
accepted Rosters are due Tuesday
Ann 12 by 4 00 In Rm 108 SRC
•••USD ELECTIONS"•
JIM MENOER
USO REP. AT—LARGE
LADIES WTE-TONKJHT
IS YRS. AND OLDER
WESLEY 4 COMPANY
"A Show You Won't Forgot"
Shaw kOOprn-Open 1:00pm
Man adautted FREE at 10:30
MAIN ST. 142-3701
USG"VOTE"USG"
BAIRO FOR PRESIDENT
WASHBUSH FOR VICE—PRES.
USG-'VOTE''USG

Vote lor the experienced team
HOWARD ISHIYAMA
DAVE RYAN
USG PRES /VICE PRES.
ELEC April 12 4 13

VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTEBRENOA SWIHART
UM AT LARGE REP.
VOTE TOOOAYI VOTE TODAY!
VOTE FOR
PETE BAHNER
ANO GARY SIMON
FOR U.S.O. PRESIVICE PRES
TODAY
WELCOME TO DOWNTOWN
AIL NITE ALL WEEK
OETTWO
"It OZ. UTTLE lUNOt"
I.F.C. SPONSORED
FRATERNITY RUSH
TONtOHT
VOTE TOOAY
USG ELECTIONS lor Proa
Vice
PIS*.. 4 AT LARGE REPRESENTA

,1WI
YOUR VOTE
IT MAKES A OaFFERENCE.
SOU OFF ON ALL MERCHANDISE
SIMPLE PLEASURES INVENTORY
UOuBMnON SALE APRIL 15th 4
lath.

WANTED
Awamble Room?
Student needs a RM May6Junel3
Cat 372 3583. Doug W

Nice efficiency lo lutleaae i
Close to campus. $18S/mo 3541342 or 362-7808

2 BORM. mobaa home with waaharroryar. atov* A raing
2 aaorag*
Shad* INVEST 8 gel somethaig tor
YOUR MONEY. Amxdabkt 3641884.

1-4 parsons needed to aubea house
lor Bummer Oryy $320 mo Near
campua. 3 bdnnB 372-1057

HELP WANTED

Privately owned apartments 4 house
Southwest reetdentwl area$175-250 00 Ph 363-3856
Now ranting lor 83-84 school ysar
Houeee and apertments Boggs Real
Estate 352-8457. 362-3841 354
1120
PARTY ROOM AVAIlllE
PREFERRED PROPERTIES
135 HIGH ST.: 352-1371

1876 VW Rabbit Good rnseege.
araa, new Battery krat tuned Don
354-1604 attar 10 pm

Need e Job lor now or Bummer?
Stop in at the Student Employment
OIRce. 480 Student Servicae
SPRING SEMESTER Maintenance
setup, olllc* clerical, tutor. TV announcer, program aasistsnt. data ana
tyst, animal caretaker, prolectionxsl
research aeslstant (some positions
wa continue Fal 83)
SPRING 4 $Uta*sER: Offica. alhletK
grounda msaitenance. video operator. paja alto about skjn-upa lor summar kiba

CAMPUS MANOR APTS.
Behind Dexters Apta kx 2. 3. 4
persons 8 1/2 or 12 mo lesse
Summer rate $475 for enure summer
session Model open deary 11-4
352-8302 ot 362-7365 evenings

FOR RENT
CARTY RENTALS
Houses- Apartments Rooms
9-12 month I
Summer Rentals
Al nee/ Campua 352 7385

1 bdrm apt Summer leases 2 bets
west ol campus 352-7768 alter

835 4m St Fum . Ig . 2 bdrm . bath
4 a hen. dapoaal. gas heet S AC Al
uti mciud except etoc 352-7464
batora 12 30.
VEL—MANOR APARTMENTS
Two 2 bdrm. apta. aval lor Fal 4
Summer Lg. Irving rm . kitchen. COrairac bath. Mr cond 4 laundry lad
Cal 362-2858 lor app'l only

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS
National Company needa 16etuo*nts
lor tut time Summer Employment
Earn $2,500-4,000 • cash scMsrslaps - can work m homslown guaranlsad rvcome. plus many Banema, must have car. Apply m parson.
Wed April 13th at one ol the loaow
avgbmee: 12:46- 1.30-2.15-3:00
Canal Room ■ Student Union

Bess.
2 bdrm apta . 8 mo tosses for 4 al
$110 a* lor 3 at $120 ea. lor 2 al
$150 aa Atoo 1 bdrm apta Al near
Campua. 362 7365
2 bdrm apt* lor 4 at $110 each, or
Sat $140 each Atoo. I bdrm apta
& single rooms 9 month lasses Near
campus 352-7365
Smal 1 bdrm house 12 mo lease
starting starting summer Near cam
pus 352-7385

APARTMENTS: 2 BEDROOM
PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS
FREE HEAT A CABLE TV
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN DORM
LEASES: SUMMER A FALL

CRUSE JOBS! $14-$28.000 Canibaan. Hswaa. World Cat lor Quo*.
Directory. Hewatottet 1 818-7221111 Ext BowlOtean

Now renang lor summer Two bedroom, rum apt Water, cable t v paid
lor A/C. parking tot. laundry lacsitlea
$400 lor me aummer $260 lor
shorter lerm Cal 352-7182

OWNED 4 MANAGED BY BEST
WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL
OHsrhvg unique sarvlcas A facilities. 16 yra. ol courtaoua dependable management. Call Tom at 3624871 or $42-1800.

Houseboy headed lor 83 84 school
year Contact Jenne at 372 5009 tor
mto.
M'A'S'H IS OVER
and In 2 mos so to ma 82-83 school
year Do you havs s summer |ob yet?
National company has several positions aval lor BO atudents It yours
hardworking A don't rmnd travel, sand
a sett addressed snv. 4 phone * to
P.O Box 103, BO .OH 43402

2 bdrm . clean and quiet, lei semes
let 4 gals 352-6040 sift 6.
2 bdrm. turn, apt torge. clean, qutel
Cloee to campus 4 students-Sum
mar 1 Fal 352-6040 attar 5pm

SUMMER RENTALS
Houses 4 Apta Close To
Campus I 267 3341

1 bdrm apt. 8-12 mo , lufy turn . 4
min walk Irom BGSU- $240 per mo
iBictud heal 4 water) Plus elec Cal
362-6012

Down half ol house 4 single looms on
E Wooeter. scross Irom Ftodgara
For aummer only 352-7365 anytime
or 362-8678 evee

SUMMER RENTALS
Excessnl ralaa on 2 bdrm , AC.
furnashsd sols 824 Sixth Street
Ph 352-4888

rTttt months rant on our HAty ha"rsshad studio apartments! Com
ptetaty qmet and private Plenty ol
storage Ful kitchen and bathroom
We wrrlB our tosees to til your needs
Good location Close lo restaurants
andslorea CHARING CROSS APTS.
1017 8. Main St. 362-0680.

RESTAURANT HELP
WAITRESSES. WAITERS, COOKS.
BOSBOYS 1 DISHWASHERS EXPERIENCE PREF APPLY IN PERSON
WED 2-6 PM: THURS — SAT.
10—6. 1021 S. MAINS!
GODFREY'S RESTAURANT
Summer 4 permanent loos lor studenta. M/F. lagh pay. Rocky Mountain Area Resorts/Guest Ranches. 04
lleld/conBlnjctlon
Some provide
housing, experience not necessary
Cal anytime [303) 888-2642

House to rent lor Summer
Starting May 15
Please cal 352 4850
BAER RENTALS
VOTED B G S» 1 LANDLORD
2 BORM APTS 1'2 B* 2 BGSU
SUMMER ANO FALL LEASES
352-4871 and 352-1600
Fum. olllc., 12 mo lease, close lo
campus Aval Fal 352-3445

Needed 3 F to subta house tor
summer $85.00 s mo Newly re
modeled Fum Please cal as soon ss
possible 362-6234
Newly redecorated downstairs. 2
bdrm lor summer Only $300 4 low
ulBBtss. eotooont campus 354-1753

THE BG NEWS
IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR FALL '81
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
104 UNIVERSITY HALL
DEADLINE: 4122/03

Vary race turn. 1 bdrm Second SI
12 mo toass aval Fal 352 3445

Fum . 3 or 4 bdrm. house, achool yr
or yr lesse Aval June or Aug 352
7454 beloro 12:30

FOR FALL: 2 bdrm turn apt $376-3
students Newly lum $ carpet
352-2663

SUMMER RATES $375 00
2 bdrm turn apta
Phone 362 2883

We*ees/hosteea-nt lime only Must
ba aval wkanda Exp pre! Must be
aval, summer 8 next sch. yr. Apply m
parson only April 12 from I 2pm 4
Apr! 13 Irom 8-11 sm 4 1-2pm
Ctock Reeaurant 412E Wooatar

1 Bdrm Unfurnished Apt
Otohwaaher, Storage, and Pool
Aval Now and Fal 362-2278

Summer rental
Fum A untum houees
Ratarancaa requited 353 3866
Fum. 2 bdrm 4 student house 1
block horn campua 352-7454 Be
tors 12:30

Ekjaavaas makv/s Nauonal Co. has
several positions avail lor summer
Earn $3000-4000 Cal 352 7482

831 7m St. 2 bdrm . Ken owner
pays tor heet. AC. water, sewer
Tenants pay Ights For Summer or
Fal. naainraahla rates John raewiov*
Real Estste 318 E Wooster (near
campua ) 354-2260 or 352-6663

SUMMER WORK
AWAY FROM
OHO EARN $1240 PER MONTH
CALL 352-7462

124 SIXTH FREE HEAT, WATER 4
SEWER: 2 bdrm. turn. Laundry rm.
la building. Special rstss tor groups
ol 3. Call Nawkua Managemenl
$52-4420.

FOt SALE

1880 Datsun 210 w/alr. AM/FM.
25.000 msaa, vary good cond.
$3,400 352-2488 or 372-2301,
aak lor Sarah.

3 bdrm turn house for 5-6 people
Cal 363-8481 trom 8-5. Mon -Frl

SASSY—SEATS
portsbls high
chairB. alps on to most tables sale 4
securely Weighs 2 Us Hold* up to
100 Us $20, mdudea tax Shippmg
extra. Cal DU-PLAY (2181 4678288.

1 -3 rmtee lor 83-84 scool ysar Low
rant. Close to campua NICE! 3630066. 8.30-12:00:
1:00-4:30
362-8158 atlsr 5

TO CAMPUS.
or 2 bdrma.
(only 1 left ol
Managemsnt

NICE house 6 apt Ctoaa to campus
For Summer
Cal 352-2871 or 354 2228

'70 Butck Electra 22S. PS. PB, 4SS,
«B8L. auto, Cralg alerao. Janaen
IQllrl., Blrhom. log Ughta. $840.
■wst sell. Oening hitched A headkaj aoath- I41-22T0.

Need a F rmte lor FALL 83-8471 am
toasteelsd In a 2 or 3 rm. apt house
For more Into eel COLLECT 218624-0057 attar 5 00 p.m.

F RMTE TO SHARE UhUV V1LL
APT. FROM MAY-AUG
NONSMOKER $260.00 4 $60 00 0EP
4 ELEC CALL 372-4074

517 E REED: CLOSE
Only 2 yra. old. 1
InaMdual entry ways,
each). Call NeBrtose
152-5*20.

Chevy Capnce '72-80.000 mass
AC. recko. caBSBhl. AM FM $460
ot baas oWar. 362-8382

2 ran-smoMng F. rmles tor 83-84
Frsree Apis Cal Bonn* al 3724650 ot Cathy 372-6813.

FOR SALE Kenwood Amp 35 waits.
Garrard turntable. Crag AM'FM 8-trk
player (car). BEST OFFER- Cal RKk
362-7081

711 NINTH: BRANO NEW BUILDING
1 bdrm . parpalad. air cond . indtHdual entry ways. Call N.wlove
I 162-4*20.

GJriaBM
3 spsed brown Free Spirit
CALL 352 8380

F. rmle needed anmedaitely face
house Own room Rant $110. Ph
362-3280 or 362-2418

Fun F rime wanted lor Fal '83 who
takes occasxynal study breaks Cai
2-6071 or 2 5279

821 SIXTH: HOUSE. 1 bdrm.. remodMed Dec. «2 New bath A kitchen.
Ak Cond. Call Newlove Manegeatant 111 ISIS.

MUST SELL '78 VW RABBIT
LOOKS GOOD RUNS WELL
CALL 364-2016

Cheep Renl
Pel Doug 382-8087

481 FIFTH: FREE HEAT. WATER,
SEWER 4 CABLE TV: 2 bdrm turn.
Newly wsapepered. laundry room In
building. Special rates tor groups ol
3. Call Nawto.s Management 3526820.

Lower duplex lor 4. Summer 8 Fal
Upper duplex lor 3. Sjmmer * FM
362 0830
108 HKMt: FREE HEAT. WATER,
SEWER A CABLE TV. CMS* 10
campua 2 bdrm. turn., laundry rm.
In building (ony 1 apt. lettl. Call
Newlove Management 352-5620.
228 S. COLLEGE FREE HEAT, WATER. SEWER. 1 bdrm. lum. close to
campua
Individual sntry ways
Laundry room on premiass. Call
Neamna Management 152-5620.
1 bdrm house aval now or first ol
June Stove, retng.. part lum . new
kitchen wel avsutsted Married cpto
prol 352 6876
1 bdrm apt. dose to campus Begav
rang Fal lerm Ph 1 878 7437
Largo 3 bdrm apt next to campus
Avaaable Summer or Fal terms Ph
1-878-7437

PLACEMENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULES
Our university Union's
25th Anniversary

TODAY:

Local Talent in the nest 12-1 PM
AND

Chris Bare and Joan Friesner

TOMORROW:

Local Talent in the nest
12-1 PM

THURSDAY:.

AND

Steve Zollos performs too!

Up In The Promenade Lounge
Spring Crafts Fair

ATTENTION SENIORS:
The following Is a list of several companies that have scheduled additional
recruiting dates In the Placement Office. Bring your Credential Fonrrs and sign up at the
Placement Office.
YOU MAY CORE AT ANY TIME TO SIGN UP FOP THESE INTERVIEW SLOTS.
INltBtSIID IN
NATIONAL GUARDIAN LIFE INSURANCE
Bryan, OH

AGENTS: B/Coll. of Bus. Adrn. . RCCt.i Sales.
May, Aug. Grads. (I) 13 slots.

JOHNSON t JOHNSON BABY PRODUCTS
Berea, OH

SALES REP: B/Selllng, Sales. May, Aug.
(1) S slots.

VAN, HATERS, t ROGERS
Ualbridge. OH

CUST. SRVC. SALES REP: (INDUS. CHEM. OISTR.)
8/Bus., Mkt., Sales, w/mlnor In Cbesi. or
Physics; or B/Chea., Physics, a/minor In
Bus.. Mkt., Sales, May, Aug. ID 9 slots.

FRANKLIN LIFE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
Bryan. OH

SALES REP: MGMT. TRNEE: B/Ins. or other
majors In Coll. of Bus. Adm.. May Grads;
Summer opportunity for Aug. Grads. (1) g slots
TERR. IN YOUR COUNTY (OH, MI, OR IN).

4-27-83

Local Talent in the nest 12-1 PM
AND

Dan Blinn and Owen Redwine
'DonYfoVgei"the Spring Craft' Fair

Head for the Movies

Up if! uV heBaaaaBae LuMIJf

Frew movie In Glsh at 8:15 PM

ANATAHAN
FRIDAY:

Happy Hours 2:30 - 5:30
See ya at the nest!
Spring Craft Fair
Last Chance

Movie: GARP
7:00 & 9:45 210 MSC $1.50 w/I.D.

LOCAL TALENT - SIDEDOOR
8:00
8:30
900

Kelly Broadway & Tom Kruble

9:30

Lisa Horstman

10:00
George Fields
10:15-11:00 Chris Bare & Joan Friesner

Steve Zollos

Dan BHnn & Owen Redwine

Billiards Tournament

SATURDAY:-

Call UAO lor more Information

Dinner and Entertainment
Guy Lombardo's Royal Canadian Orchestra
Reservations and prices: 372-2241
MtCaiKart and Cowdeii '8-11 pm'''
in the Nest and it's FREE
Bowling Tournament GARP 7:00 & 9:45
210 MSC $1.50 w/in

CALL UAO FOR MORE INFO

DAILY CROSSWOR D PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Construct
5 Eyelashes
10 Office copy,
for short
14 Evergreen tree
genus
15 Scented: Rare
16 Plinth
17 Judge's chair
18 Eleanor, to
Teddy
ISCutolmaal
20 Ages
23 Copenhagen
coin
24 Honours IIM
title
25 Near Eastern
cloak
28 Nat. library org.
30 Fairy-tale
character
34 Houeeholdgod
35 Hollywood hype
types
39 Plain, to
Pierre
40 Sign of the times
43 Restore
44 Ringed planet
45 Pol. party
46 Comedian's forte

48 Pacific porgy
49 Feminine ending
50 Debussy "LA
"
52 0-Day monogram
54 An eternity
62 So be 11
63 Trivial
64 Dutch export
66
wa forget
67 Release
68Gobybus
68 Fine or
liberal
70 Mizzens, e.g.
71 Certain votes

i
2
3
4
5
e
7
e
g

DOWN
Watch chain
Norsename
Nevada city
Large
Meet
Nastaae
Slnlater look
ParwUvn
Solar discs

10
11
12
13

Sun room
Walked on
InletBroadway
award

i

1

1

17

|

18
21 Ernestines'
cousins
22 Archeologlsts'
milieu
25 Greek first
26 Prepared for
transport
27 Territorial
29 Mother of Pollux
31 Positive pole
32 Greek goddess
and others
33 Abounds
36
a bit
37 Carpentry need
41 Sustenance
42 Causfic
47 Mlsa Sills,
familiarly

51 Picture puzzle
53 All possible
54 Famoua While
House canine
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55 Hebrew measure
56 Musical aymbol
57 Indian prince

"
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11
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41
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58 Opposed
59 Brad
60 An Adams

l

■
''

61 Brit, acting
school
65 French pronoun

